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EDITORIAL 

 

We begin this seventh anniversary edition of Schlock! with the tenth and final instalment of 

Stephen Hernandez' Nazi Lesbian Vampire saga. Following this is an excruciating excavation 

from Rick McQuiston, imprisonment at the hands of a maniac from Alexis Child, and ID 

randomisation from Ishmael A Soledad. 

 

A fair visitor at 221B Baker Street introduces Holmes and Watson to a mystery that will lead 

them from the foggy streets of London to a lost Atlantean city in the depths of the jungle. 

Gregory KH Bryant continues his Search for Astra Palace. Somewhere Across the Zodiac, our 

space traveller encounters the children of light. And Book Two of The War of the Worlds opens 

with our narrator and a companion finding themselves under the feet of the Martian invaders. 

 

—Gavin Chappell 
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Magazine of Eldritch Horror. 
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THE FINAL SOLUTION by Stephen Hernandez 

 
One seldom recognizes the devil when he is putting his hand on your shoulder. 

Albert Speer 

German architect and Reich Minister of Armaments and War Production for Nazi Germany. 

 

 

‘Welcome to the end of the world,’ the Count said, and led Speer to a large makeshift hut. ‘You 

will have to excuse the accommodation. It was all we could fashion in such a short space of time. 

I don’t think you would enjoy staying with our hosts.’ He pointed to a fairy-tale castle in the 

distance. Speer had to admit it looked much more welcoming than the hut, it reminded him of 

how much he missed Germany, Mannheim in particular, but he was never one to jump to quick 

conclusions. 

 

‘If I’m not mistaken it appears to be a replica of Neuschwanstein Castle,’ Speer said. 

 

‘Yes,’ the Count agreed, ‘but I’m afraid you would find the interior far less presupposing.’ 

 

The hut was even more sparse inside. It was very dimly lit by candles. The only furniture seemed 

to consist of rows of coffins, a few rudimentary chairs and an equally rustic table. 

 

‘Are you preparing for a funeral?’ Speer asked innocently. 

 

The Count seemed to find this amusing. 

 

‘Not exactly.’ He said nothing more on the subject. He led Speer to the back of the hut to another 

door. ‘I believe this is what you are looking for.’ 

 

He opened the door and there in front of his eyes was ‘Die Glocke’. 

 

He stared at the huge, menacing machine in wide-eyed amazement. The Count closed the door 

with no further comment. Van Helsing and the ‘girls’ were the only witnesses present who had 

beheld the awesome power of The Bell, but none amongst them had been privy to how he had 

managed to get it into the hollow Earth sanctuary of Neuschwabenland undetected. One day it 

had just appeared, and they knew better than to question the Count’s actions.   

 

‘If you will permit me,’ he said, placing a hand gently on Speer’s head. For a moment Speer, 

who prided himself on his self-control, thought he might faint, such was the overwhelming flood 

of information that penetrated his brain. His mind spun under some kind of spell. He suddenly 

knew all: Hitler’s plans for world domination, Dr Josef Mengele’s malevolent influence on 

creating a perfect Aryan race and his subsequent eugenic experiments, the real identity of the 

Count, his powers, and his cadre of female vampires he called his ‘girls’. The terrible Sumerian 

who lurked within the castle’s walls and his legion of young, Aryan Nosferatu. Worst of all, deep 

inside himself, he knew it all to be true. He had heard rumours of the horrors of the 

extermination camps operating in the East, but like many of the other members in the higher 

echelons of the German war machine he chose to ignore them as either too far-fetched, or 

exaggerated, isolated incidents. He also knew how much guilt rested on his shoulders for the use 



of Jewish slave labour, most of whom were worked to death. He found himself trembling with 

horror, then vomited profusely onto the floor. The Count looked on dispassionately at the pool of 

vomit and the shaking man. 

 

‘We only kill when we are forced by hunger to do so,’ he said. ‘Doesn’t it make you feel 

ashamed to be a so-called human-being?’ 

 

Speer could only manage to nod. He had fallen to his knees and was helped to his feet by van 

Helsing. He clutched to him, sensing that here was an actual man in what now seem to him an 

alien and terrible world. He knew now for a certainty, if he hadn’t realised before, that Himmler 

and Hitler were completely and utterly insane. 

 

‘What can we do?’ he choked. ‘It will be the end of the Fatherland. I will return to Germany and 

kill the Führer for the good of the German race.’ 

 

‘Don’t worry, the Allies will take care of that if he himself does not,’ the Count replied. ‘The 

most pressing problem facing you and your pathetic human race is the Sumerian who resides in 

the castle.’ 

 

‘You mean to defeat it? asked Speer incredulously. ‘How? It is even more alien than you, and 

from what I gathered from what you put in my mind much more powerful.’ 

 

‘It cannot be defeated,’ the Count said, ‘but it can be distracted.’ With that he invited them to sit 

whilst he laid out his plans. 

 

 

 

The guards at Neuschwabenland were from the Penal Divisions—the ‘Sonderabteilung’ (the 

regiment of death). They were unmistakable because of the black ribbon they wore on their left 

sleeves (two death’s heads). They had all at one time or another faced court martials for varying 

reasons, the usual outcome of which was execution, or if they were really ‘lucky’ they were sent 

to fight in a disciplinary corps, or as it was more commonly known, a Penal Regiment. Many 

died in training even before they reached them, and then it was just a prolongation of their 

inevitable death. They were considered an undisciplined mob by the Wehrmacht and the SS, just 

riff-raff, the dregs of the Armed Forces, but they were also amongst the best soldiers, probably, 

in the world, a band of brothers in death, who struck fear into anyone they came across, enemies 

and allies alike. 

 

Most of the Penal Division that had been sent to guard the Jews and the other POWs in 

Neuschwabenland could not believe their luck. They had been taken out of the hellhole that was 

the Eastern Front, and seemingly sent to a paradise on Earth, or possibly, as they suspected, 

beneath it. The prisoners they were meant to guard, a mixture of Jews, Russians and gypsies, felt 

the same way. No-one really wanted to escape, so there was not much guarding to do. As the 

members of the Penal Regiment were all ex-convicts themselves they felt some sympathy for the 

prisoners. There was an unwritten status-quo between the two parties. Both parties let each other 

get on pretty much with what they wanted. In the case of the prisoners this just involved farming 



the fertile land, eating and sleeping, often with any willing female (and there were plenty of 

those). It was much the same for the guards except they did not do any farming. The only thing 

the guards missed was alcohol, cigarettes and meat which were unavailable. Some  

of them had decided to make a homemade still, but it mysteriously exploded killing two of them. 

They did not attempt to make another one. 

 

The only visitors they ever received were U-boat crews bringing fresh prisoners, and an 

occasional visitation from one of the inhabitants of the castle, strange, smartly uniformed, 

perfectly formed children. They would invite certain selected prisoners to the castle. The fact that 

the prisoners never returned was never questioned. The rumour was that it was some kind of 

lavish harem and the children were the offspring. The guards longed to be invited themselves. 

 

Therefore, the incongruous appearance of the smartly turned-out Speer caused some 

consternation. Some of the guards and prisoners recognised him, and he was not welcome. 

 

The head of the Penal Regiment, a grizzled Hauptmann, eyed him scornfully. 

 

‘And to what to we owe this pleasure, Reich Minister?’ 

 

Speer ignored the sarcasm. ‘I wonder if you would like to accompany me to the harbour?’ he 

asked. 

 

‘And why should I do that?’ the Hauptmann asked in return. In normal circumstances the 

Hauptmann would have been court marshalled for daring to question such a high-ranking Nazi 

official. But these were not normal circumstances, and the Penal Regiments had a reputation for 

disposing of Nazi officials whenever the opportunity presented itself. 

 

‘I will explain when we get there. I have some very good schnapps and sausage,’ Speer said, 

maintaining all the politeness he could muster. 

 

The Hauptmann was still suspicious, but his ears pricked up at the mention of booze and meat. 

One of the other guards immediately volunteered to go with them, so did a number of others. 

 

‘The more the merrier,’ Speer said. 

 

They arrived at the hut opposite the harbour. Inside it was dark as usual. The guards could still 

manage to make out the beautiful women sitting on coffins, though. They weren’t usually 

disturbed, but this was bizarre even to them. 

 

‘What is this?’ the Hauptmann asked, reaching immediately for his pistol and the other guards 

for their rifles. 

 

‘Calm yourselves, you have nothing to fear here.’ An elegantly dressed gentleman appeared out 

of the shadows. His words seemed to install an uncanny calmness in the guards, almost hypnotic 

in fact. The Count waved them to the table which was full of bottles of schnapps, beer, delicious 

Bavarian sausage and even cigarettes. The guards set to the unexpected feast with gusto. 



 

Once they had satiated their hunger somewhat, their attention turned to the women.  

 

‘I wouldn’t get any ideas,’ van Helsing warned them, ‘they aren’t what they appear.’ 

 

‘I think they should have a little demonstration,’ the Count said quietly. 

 

Angelique stood up, walked slowly and sensually to the table. The guards licked their lips in 

anticipation. Were they to be treated to a striptease as well as the feast? Anything was possible in 

this fairyland they now inhabited. They could already feel their erections throbbing.  

 

The transformation of the sensuous beauty was almost instantaneous. For one moment they were 

hypnotised by her beauty. The next moment they had dropped to their knees in terror. And it 

took a lot to shock soldiers of the Penal Regiments. One moment they were staring at a goddess, 

the next it was a hideous monster straight out of their worst nightmares. 

 

Angelique in her vampire transmogrification could sense the blood pounding through the 

soldier’s veins, enhanced by the adrenalin of their fear. It was intoxicating, and it took all her 

self-control not to pounce on the living flesh and suck them dry of that precious liquid. It was 

only because of her mindlink with the Count that she was able to change back to her human 

form. She strolled back to sit on her coffin, and calmly commenced painting her nails. 

 

The guards were so stupefied with horror that it took them a while, and several large swigs from 

the remaining bottles, to regain their composure. 

 

‘That is nothing compared to what is in the castle. The young children inside there are exactly 

the same, if not worse. ‘They’ would have shown you no mercy like Angelique here. Haven’t 

you ever wondered what happens to the prisoners who are invited into the castle? They are just 

their food. Soon those same children will be unleashed onto the world. If you think the Nazis 

have a reign of terror it will be nothing compared to the terror they will unleash. They will make 

the SS look like Boy Scouts.’ 

 

All their worst suspicions came flooding back to the soldiers. They had seen for themselves the 

cruelty inflicted by the SS on emancipated old men, women and children, and even upon their 

own comrades. And they hated the SS and the Nazi regime they represented with a vengeance. 

 

‘What do you want from us?’ the Hauptmann managed to say through clenched teeth. 

 

‘Only you and your men’s cooperation,’ van Heydrich said. ‘You have the chance to give your 

life meaning.’ 

 

The ‘Sonderabteilung’ weren’t much for noble causes, but something stirred within them. 

 

‘Tell us how,’ the Hauptmann said. So they did. 

 

 



In the following days the Penal Regiment soldiers and the crews from the U-boats formed an 

uneasy alliance. They both had something in common though—both groups had no intention of 

returning to war-torn Europe. They wanted to stay in the hidden paradise that was 

Neuschwabenland, and the one thing that was stopping them was who or what was in the castle. 

The crews of the U-boats were not, of course, trained or used to fighting on land that much, but 

nevertheless they were highly disciplined, competent and would fight to the death for their 

comrades. They all shared a common hatred with the Penal Regiment soldiers: they hated the SS 

and all it stood for, and for them the ‘children’ had now become an extension of that evil. 

 

The guards now spent half of their time training with the crew of how to fight Nosferatu, under 

the supervision of van Helsing and the Count. Then, with the aid of Speer and the Count, the 

crews of the U-boats managed to fashion powerful bombs from their torpedo’s warheads. When 

the Count was not laying out his plans for the assault on the castle he was inside ‘Die Glocke’ 

making adjustments to its instruments and poring over Gerlach’s plans for the construction of 

‘The Bell’, and Tesla’s theories of endothermic explosion, and even his outlandish views on time 

travel. He never seemed to rest or tire. The ‘girls’ on the other hand were not only restless but 

hungry—just how he wanted them. 

 

 

 

The Sumerian had briefly studied his uninvited guests as a person might study a trail of ants. 

They were up to something, no doubt about that, it expected nothing else after its meeting with 

the Count. But it had greater concerns than busy little ants. It was considering the world as a 

whole, and at the moment things were going in the direction it desired, and had manipulated 

from afar. 

 

 

 

Hitler’s generals had given up trying to reason with their Führer. The Russians were now so far 

advanced into Berlin they were practically on the bunker’s doorstep. Hitler had dismissed his 

personal physician, Dr Morrell, and his withdrawal from his daily cocktail of drugs, once 

dutifully supplied by the latter, was pitiful to see. 

 

The Führer had a giant map of the world spread out on the bunker’s meeting room’s table. Hitler 

had made himself the Commander-in-Chief of all the German armed forces since the failed 

attempt on his life in operation Valkyrie. The generals he had surrounded himself with were all 

‘yes’ men, not that they had much choice. If you argued with the Führer it would mean a quick 

escort to the outside of the bunker, and an even quicker assembled firing squad. 

 

The Führer, at that moment was stabbing the map with his shaking, stubby fingers in and about 

Germany, with vague waves of his other hand he was summoning imaginary regiments from 

around Europe that had long since been eliminated, that would, supposedly, repel and destroy the 

Allied invasion. His generals nodded in mute consent. Some of them raised their eyebrows at one 

another when they weren’t in Hitler’s line of sight, but that was as far as any dissent went. They 

longed to get out of the bunker as soon as possible even if it meant just returning to their 

decimated regiments, and most were planning surreptitiously how they could arrange to 



surrender to either the British or the Americans, anyone but the Russians. Only Himmler 

remained behind when the generals left. 

 

Hitler came straight to the point: ‘What is going on with my Antarctica project?’ 

 

Himmler decided it might be better to tell Hitler part of the truth for a change. He had his own 

plans: his own escape and survival was his main priority. 

 

‘We’ve had no word from the U-boat commanders, but the Thule society report that a great 

power is building at Neuschwabenland.’ 

 

Hitler waved the information away. ‘I have no time for any superstitious nonsense from the 

Thule Society right now.’ He thumped his fist on the table. ‘I want facts. I want to know when 

my secret army will be ready.’ 

 

Himmler bowed himself subserviently out of the room, ‘I will find out immediately, mein 

Führer.’ 

 

Himmler could already hear the blasts from the Soviet artillery as he left the bunker. It was not 

just time to get out of Berlin, it was time to get out of Germany altogether.  

 

 

The inhabitants of Neuschwabenland could hear the noise coming from within the castle as far as 

the bay. It was a slow, pulsing, booming sound like a heartbeat. It struck dread in every soul. 

 

‘They are getting ready to move,’ the Count told his assembled group. ‘It is time to put Phase 

One of the plan into action.’ 

 

The Captains of the U-boats and their crews looked sadly towards the submarines, their homes 

for many years. But they knew they had no choice. The young Nosferatu could never be allowed 

to leave that place, and the only way they would be able to get out from under the ice was using 

the U-boats. Unfortunately, it was the same for the humans and the other vampires, but the 

U-boats had to be sunk—permanently. All there knew that they were burning their bridges in so 

many different ways. 

 

Once the crews had departed to fulfil their sabotage mission, van Helsing voiced what everyone 

was thinking: ‘I hate to be the one mentioning the elephant in the room,’ he said. ‘But if by some 

remote chance we succeed in the destruction of the young Nosferatu and their Sumerian master, 

it means we will still be left at the mercy of you and your ‘girls’.’ He bowed slightly towards the 

Count. 

 

‘Have no worries,’ the Count said in his most reassuring voice. ‘I will teach them to feed without 

killing.’  Although, he had no intention whatsoever of doing that. 

 

The crews of the U-boats stood mournfully on the shore as if they were attending a funeral, they 

had all taken their caps off, and the officers, their Kriegsmarine hats, as they watched their 



vessels sink silently into the lake. Their spirits lightened slightly as they turned away and 

surveyed the paradise that might yet be theirs. 

 

The crews joined their temporary comrades in arms—the Sonderabteilung. As serving members 

of the Wehrmacht they had been taught an ingrained hatred of the Penal Regiments, after all, 

they were supposedly traitors of the Third Reich, murderers, thieves and deserters, but they had 

found them to be quite opposite to their expectations. The Sonderabteilung were, of course, 

completely war hardened, better by far in battle than any of the of the elite Wehrmacht divisions. 

Above all, they were pragmatic, they had been given only one choice: to fight in the most hostile 

environments or being instantly executed. The fact that they had lasted this long was testament to 

the harsh skills they had learned. They were always sent on the most hazardous mission in the 

vanguard of the Wehrmacht. They were disposable—a suicide squad. They willingly passed on 

all they knew to the sailors and showed them how to use their weapons in ways they had never 

imagined. 

 

The Count had also spoken to the prisoners and in his usual sublime manner had conveyed to 

them the seriousness of their situation. They agreed to help. They armed themselves with their 

crude farm implements and were instructed by the Count that the only chance to kill the 

Nosferatu children would be to cut off their heads. At first the idea of killing, what seemed to be 

mere children was as abhorrent to them as it was to the soldiers, but once they had realised the 

true nature of the monsters they would be facing their attitude changed. 

 

The second stage of the plan was to blow up the bridge over the moat. Vampires had a distinct, 

sometimes fatal, aversion to water. It would mean that they would trapped inside the castle and 

so hopefully would be the Sumerian, who had been there since time immemorial. The Penal 

Regiment would cross the banks in amphibious landing craft taken from the U-boats and blow 

holes in the castle’s wall using the improvised torpedo bombs. The U-boat crews would do the 

same from the rear. Once the walls were breached the ex-prisoners accompanied by the ‘girls’ 

would ferry across or swim to support the soldiers and sailors on both sides of the castle. The 

Count would transmogrify into his bat self and direct operations from above. His main opponent 

would be the Sumerian who would be impervious to mere human weapons—it would be a 

psychic battlefield. The Sumerian was much more mentally disciplined and stronger than the 

Count, and he knew he would not stand a chance in hell against it, but the Count had his own 

plans. The Sumerian’s only weakness was Time itself. 

 

 

The second stage of the plan worked perfectly, and they breached the castle’s walls successfully, 

but fighting the Nosferatu ‘children’ was another matter. The ‘children’ did not change their 

appearance in any way, they were still the same smartly dressed Aryan youths, they did not need 

to transmogrify like the ‘girls’. They moved so fast it was practically impossible to aim for their 

heads—their only vulnerability. The humans found themselves killing more of their comrades 

than the Nosferatu. One moment a ‘child’ was before them and they would aim for the head, 

with whatever weapon they had at hand, the next moment it was not there, and they found 

themselves killing another human. It was placing them under considerable distress, which the 

Nosferatu were taking advantage of, even mocking them at times. The ‘children’ grinned and 

winked at them with every mistake a human made, and the life it cost. 



 

The only real telling point were the ‘girls’. They had transmogrified into their vampire selves. 

They could move just as fast as the ‘children’, and many times they would anticipate their 

moves. They would be ready and waiting to rip their heads off in one swift movement. 

Angelique, their leader, was particularly deadly. Vampires killing other vampires was as 

distasteful for them as a human succumbing to cannibalism, but through example, Angelique 

made them overcome that distaste, and even got them to make a quick feed on each fresh kill. It 

made them stronger—the red-hot Nosferatu blood. Even so, they were being overwhelmed by 

the vast numbers of Nosferatu.  

 

The first to fall was Selene. The ‘children’ had grabbed hold of her between three of them, and 

before Angelique and the others could come to her rescue they had torn her apart. The ‘girls’ 

screamed in unison, feeling her pain. The bat Count momentarily veered in its flight. Distracted 

from his mental battle with the Sumerian, the Count felt the dreadful loss of one his companions 

through the centuries. It seemed for a moment the bat Count would plummet to the ground, but it 

screeched in vengeance as it ripped the innocent looking face off one of the Nosferatu children. 

 

Van Helsing and Speer (who was not used to physical battles), who were in telepathic 

communication with the Count, as were the ‘girls’, were all already bathed in blood both from 

the Nosferatu and the humans. The Sumerian, still within in the keep was at the heart of the 

Nosferatu tactics. The bat Count had tried to enter the castle’s keep, but the Sumerian had 

constructed a powerful psychic force field to keep the it out. It radiated hatred at such an intense 

level that is was as much as the Count could manage to keep his bat shape. The bat Count, 

though, was proving enough of a distraction to the Sumerian to sometimes disorientate the young 

Nosferatu, and the humans and the ‘girls’ could make kills. 

 

The most surprising thing in the battle was the attitude of the prisoners, especially the Jews, who 

fought with a pent-up vengeance for anything remotely associated with the SS. Their weapons 

may have been crude, but they used them to devastating effect. Scythes and homemade machetes 

swung to and fro, taking off the perfect Aryan heads of the ‘children’ whenever a chance 

presented itself. The suicide squads of the Penal Regiments lived up to their name, and to a man, 

they fought to their deaths. The U-boat crews sunk to the ground as bravely and soundlessly as 

their vessels, not before taking Nosferatu with them. The humans’ self-sacrifice of which the 

Nosferatu had no comprehension was the turning point. 

 

At the end there were no Nosferatu children left, as impossible as it had seemed at the beginning. 

Of the ‘girls’ only Angelique remained. She returned to her human self, downcast and 

heart-broken, to join what remained of the humans. Slipping and sliding on blood and guts they 

left what remained of the castle. 

 

The survivors were a bedraggled lot: van Helsing, Speer and a surprising number of ex-prisoners. 

They had survived against all odds. All the soldiers and sailors had perished, fighting as much 

for each other as for themselves. The ex-prisoners sent silent prayers of thanks and forgiveness to 

them. The Count had returned to his normal form and joined them. They stared back at the ruins 

of what had once been the castle and the killing field of so many. 

 



Then the Sumerian emerged. It flew out of the castle’s keep, incandescent with rage. It loomed in 

the sky above them like a dark, avenging angel. Its form was surrounded by fire. Rolling thunder 

and flashing lightning came in its wake. The very ground beneath them trembled. The survivors 

could only watch in stricken awe as it approached. They stood together ready to die as one. 

 

And then the Count ran. They looked round in astonishment, not to mention, disbelief at the 

receding figure. 

 

‘No! Please, my love,’ Angelique sobbed. She stretched out her arms in vain towards the now 

vanished Count—the love of her immortal life. They were Angelique’s last words as the 

Sumerian fell upon her. Her body disappeared in a crimson whirlwind. All that remained of the 

Count’s first and principal consort were red specks in the breeze. The others ran as if the very 

devil were at their heels—which it was. 

 

The Count carried on running even though he felt the pain of his lost love it did not make him 

pause for a second. He made it to his goal: ‘Die Glocke’. He climbed in, but instead of setting the 

controls to fly, he set it to the personal adjustments he had made. Tesla, in his experiments had 

unwittingly created a way to travel back in time, and it was these adjustments to the controls the 

Count had made that he now employed. The chemicals flowed, and ‘Die Glocke’ whirled. The 

sky grew dark around it. Time like a river at ebb tide slowed and flooded backwards. The 

Sumerian, now distracted from its enjoyment of the slaughter, suddenly realised the trick the 

Count had played on it. It screamed in rage and anger, then ultimately in fear. Speer, the only 

human survivor, watched in stunned amazement as everything around him started to disappear 

including himself and the Sumerian. Particles of his body flew through the air to join with all 

those of his recent comrades-in-arms, except for the Sumerian’s which formed a neat pile of dust 

on the ground. The particles had formed a spiralling funnel sweeping upwards to a black gap in 

sky and space where The Bell was leading it. Back in time, to a different beginning.... 

 

 

The SS had reached their goal: the castle of a long-forgotten Count. It was supposedly the secret 

hiding place of vampires and the Count who led them. The Nazis, in particular Himmler, 

desperately wanted them on their side. No army on Earth would be able to withstand 

supernatural powers—the Third Reich would be invincible. But it turned out to be nothing but a 

ruin.  

 

Just as the SS-Obersturmbannführer marched away to bark orders at the men to move on, 

Heydrich asked him: ‘Haven’t you noticed that there is something strange about the architecture 

here?’ 

 

The SS-Obersturmbannführer turned around. 

 

‘No, Sir, why?’ 

 

‘Most of the centre walls are more or less intact. It is the surrounding walls that have crumbled 

away. There must be something larger than just a foundation under this place. I think there are 

chambers underneath the centre. Maybe there were once dungeons. Let the men eat their rations, 



and then I want them to start digging.’ 

 

They were still digging by nightfall and they had to light fires. Wolves howled in the 

surrounding forest. The task seemed to be getting more fruitless by the hour; there was indeed a 

foundation, but it appeared to be just a normal solid foundation.  

 

Daylight came, and a frustrated Heydrich ordered the men to stop digging. 

 

‘Just another dead end,’ he muttered to himself as he led the convoy away. 

 

 

Underneath the abandoned dig, in a secret chamber, the Count, at rest in his sarcophagus, 

surrounded by the tombs of his ‘girls’, was experiencing a strange sensation: he found that the 

sides of his mouth were twitching, and for the first time in many centuries he found himself 

smiling. 

 

THE END 

 

To read earlier stories in the saga, go to www.nazilesbianvampires.com or trawl back through the 

Archive. 
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BE CAREFUL WHERE YOU DIG by Rick McQuiston  

 

Justin tried not to look at the pitiful lump under the stained-blue afghan as he continued to shovel 

dirt into the shallow hole. 

 

“I’m sure you’re running after squirrels and begging for leftovers up in doggie Heaven. I’ll miss 

you.” 

 

He thought of something his dad said years earlier when burying his old dog, Dusty.  

 

Be careful where you dig. You never know what you might come across. 

 

Before long the grave was complete. A small rectangle of raised dirt and a makeshift wooden 

cross were all that remained of Buddy. 

 

That and the memories. 

 

Justin stepped back to make sure the wooden marker was straight, and satisfied with it, sulked 

back toward his house. “I’ll miss you,” he repeated to himself over and over again. 

 

As he walked away, Justin heard something. It was vague, but unmistakable. 

 

He spun around, his gaze falling squarely on the fresh grave of his beloved pet. 

 

“Buddy?” 

 

The tombstone was on its side, lying on the ground. 

 

Justin approached the grave. A little voice in his head warned him to run, but it was pushed aside 

by common sense. 

 

It’s just the wind. Or maybe you didn’t dig down far enough. Maybe it wasn’t secured in the 

ground. 

 

But for some reason Justin didn’t want to go near the grave. He couldn’t explain it, but his 

reluctance was irresistible. 

 

He felt scared. 

 

Standing there, staring wide-eyed at the final resting place of his dog, Justin ran a hand through 

his hair. He’d have to fix the marker; he couldn’t leave it on the ground. 

 

He took a step toward the grave. 

 

The wind whistled through the trees. Dried twigs and leaves crunched under his feet. His 

heartbeat slowed, further adding to the unjustified nervousness he felt. 



 

The marker was across the raised dirt, neatly bisecting the grave as if by design. The top board, 

which was still nailed to the bottom one, had been loosened from the fall, and now rested at a 

less than perpendicular angle to it. 

 

The wind began to pick up, bringing with it the light aroma of decay. 

 

 

Justin felt the breeze on his face. He winced at the odour, but couldn’t tear himself away from it. 

He had to secure the tombstone. He couldn’t leave it on the ground; Buddy deserved better than 

that. 

 

Crouching down before the grave, Justin took a deep breath and reached forward. He grasped the 

top of the marker and started to lift. 

 

It only moved a few inches. 

 

He gripped it with both hands and again tried to lift the tombstone several more times, but only 

succeeded in raising it a few inches each time. 

 

He was as confused as he was frightened. 

 

Sitting back on his haunches, Justin stared at the ground. A cold sensation ran up and down his 

back, and his head started to ache.  

 

He saw a squirrel scamper through the brush.  

 

He saw the trees bend in the breeze.  

 

He saw a dirt-encrusted paw burst from the soil near the base of the tombstone. A piece of blue 

afghan was still clinging to it. 

 

“Buddy?” 

 

Three more paws followed, each popping up by an edge of the marker, each stained with leaking 

body fluids and the stench of decomposition. 

 

Justin got to his feet. He knew what would reveal itself next. He knew what part of the body 

would rise up from the cold dirt of the grave. 

 

First the snout rose: black, desiccated, and pitted with decay. Then the lower jaw: shrunken, 

dripping with the gore of death, and sporting chipped teeth that were still sharp. 

 

Justin could only watch as the head cleared the dirt. It nudged aside the tombstone he’d made 

and twisted around in his direction. Unseeing eyes, shrivelled orbs set in hollowed-out sockets, 

locked their dead gaze on him. 



 

Justin turned to run, but something caught his attention, something even more horrific than his 

dog rising from the grave. 

 

Tentacles, black, pencil-thin tentacles too numerous to count squirmed beneath the rapidly-rising 

corpse of Buddy. 

 

He could see what was happening. There was something pushing the corpse out of the ground. 

 

The bloated body of the dog fell to the side as the thing beneath it made its grisly entrance. 

 

It squirmed in the dirt like a fish pulled from the sea. 

 

It resembled a spider, but instead of a singular head, its body was ringed with them. At least two 

dozen gyrated on the horrible mass, giving it the appearance of a demented sideshow attraction. 

And jutting out from under the pulsating body, slapping into the ground between the heads, were 

heavy feelers. Each had a girth of a man’s arm, although more slender, more sinewy. Under that, 

hundreds smaller tendrils writhed next to the larger ones. 

 

Justin didn’t know what to do. He was terrified, but also fascinated. He was witnessing 

something impossible, something that shouldn’t be, but was.  

 

Be careful where you dig. You never know what you might come across. 

 

His dad’s words struck home. 

 

Apparently, he wasn’t careful where he picked to bury Buddy. So now he was faced with 

something that was in the ground, something that made its home where Buddy’s grave was going 

to be. 

 

The creature turned all its heads toward Justin. Its eyes didn’t reflect hatred or evil, but an alien 

intelligence. No malevolent hunger or distorted thoughts. Nothing at all except for… annoyance? 

 

The thing seemed to be, for lack of a better word, annoyed. Its home was invaded and it wasn’t 

happy about it. 

 

With a threatening gesture, the creature reared back and displayed its mouth, a gaping maw 

situated beneath its body. The orifice stretched open and a golden tongue darted out between the 

serrated teeth, tasted the air, and disappeared back into the frightening cavity. 

 

Justin stood there, unblinking, unmoving. He knew what he had to do. He didn’t want to do it, 

but had to. It was the only way to get rid of the thing in the ground.  

 

Bending down next to Buddy, Justin gently scooped up his pet. The smell of decay wafted up his 

nose, nearly causing him to choke, but he remained strong. He had to for Buddy, if nothing else. 

 



He walked away.  

 

Behind him he could hear the creature scuttling back into the ground, back into its home, and he 

found himself struggling to avoid looking. He didn’t want to see it again. 

 

He kept walking. 

 

He’d have to find a new final resting place for Buddy. It wouldn’t be difficult; he had over three 

acres of land, most of which was shrouded in foliage. He could bury his dog in any number of 

peaceful locations. 

 

But he’d have to be careful where he dug. If he didn’t, he might come across something again. 

 

THE END 

Cyrus Song 
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THE CREEPER by Alexis Child 

 

I awoke with a pounding headache and it took my eyes a few moments to focus. Sunlight 

streamed through a small crack in a window, which appeared to be boarded up. I lay on a cot in a 

torn black dress, smelling of filth. The stench of urine, dried blood, and sweat hit my nostrils and 

I began to gag. I had been chained to a brick wall with rusty chain secured to my neck. Sitting up 

proved difficult, but I managed to lift myself into a seated position on the cot to survey my 

surroundings. The room had a low ceiling and was small, damp, and dark, containing nothing but 

the cot on which I lay and the chain that held me captive. I noticed a flight of short and narrow 

stairs that led up to a large bolted wooden door, and panic overcame me. 

 

Where in God’s name was I and how did I get here?  

 

I struggled to remember what had happened. “No, wait!” The last thing I could recall was 

Thursday evening, bidding goodnight to the last customer of the day at 6 pm and closing the 

antique shop. Then I mentally prepared myself for what was sure to be a long and arduous drive 

home.  

 

I could vaguely remember the accident; suddenly losing control of my car for no apparent reason 

and veering off into a ditch. I couldn’t restart the engine and was stranded on a long stretch of 

deserted country road. I closed my eyes, trying to remember something more, but it was useless. 

I kept my eyes shut tightly, trying not to lose my grip on reality-surely this must be a dream! I bit 

down on my bottom lip, drawing blood.  

 

God help me! 

 

I began to sob, shake, and pray, eventually managing a slow and painful breath through my tears 

and fears. My eyes began to widen as I heard the sound of keys jangling outside the bolted door. 

Something was slid through the slot of the entrance and the voice of my captor rang out absurdly 

loud in the quiet madness.  

 

“Feeding time, lassie! You must be mighty hungry, no? Come and get it! Don’t ya be shy. I don’t 

bite, unless I am hungry for someone as young and pretty as yerself. Hahaha!” the booming 

voice insanely laughed. The high-pitched voice was strange and outlandish. It was an amalgam 

of every accent I’d ever heard. Several moments passed before he spoke again.  

 

“You eat, girl! Don’t ya be turning up your nose. It may taste like the same crap that come out of 

yer stomach or elsewheres…which it is! Hahaheehahah!” Again, the mad laughter.  

 

No, no, no, stop, not this! 

 

I began to emerge from my paroxysm of fear. “What am I doing here?” I demanded. My mind 

whirled through a confusing litany of possibilities.  

 

Silence.  

 



“What do you want with me?!” I screamed, fear lacing my voice. The silence hung heavily in the 

air while I waited for his response.  

 

“Yes, how rude of me! You must have many questions for me, but first, before we get started, 

allow me to introduce myself. I know your name well as I am the keeper of tomorrow’s 

nightmares…”  

 

“Christa, Christa,” he hissed through his teeth. “I am The Creeper. Now…now…let us 

delve…deeper…and…deeper…” His voice was hypnotic, low and throaty as though he was 

trying to seduce me. I felt myself floating. Disconnected. Then, in a singsong voice, The Creeper 

softly sang out.  

 

“I enter your dreams while you are sleeping and steal the secrets that you are keeping. I bend 

your mind to my will, use it against you and as you are weakening, I move in for the kill!” The 

Creeper’s voice cracked into a thousand peals of laughter. I cowered on the cot and covered my 

ears.  

 

“The last thing you should know, Christa, is that you brought yourself here. You came through 

bad dreams of your own accord. If I somehow give you an escape from grisly nightmares, you 

will see your Johnny once more.” The Creeper’s voice began to fade and his last words little 

more than shadows.  

 

 

 

 

 

I must’ve drifted off to sleep and when I awoke, felt groggy. I experienced exhaustion deeper 

than anything I had ever known before. Every sound, sight, and smell was unfamiliar to me. My 

face rested on a cool, flat surface that smelled of strong antiseptic and the rest of my body felt 

paralyzed as though filled with lead. I felt disconnected from both my head and body. I could not 

feel anything but cold metal against my cheek. I lay on my side on a tabletop, couldn’t move a 

muscle and found that I was unable to communicate. I could just barely see what he was doing to 

me. The Creeper shuffled back and forth in his black faux leather Creepers shoes, muttering to 

himself in a high singsong voice that made my skin crawl. I was gripped by an overwhelming 

feeling of helplessness, horror, and despair.  

 

The Creeper whispered menacingly into my ear, “The place you came from now is gone, but 

where you’re going to will last for all eternity and it won’t take long.”  

 

A black leather glove reached out and gently caressed my cheek as though to smooth away all 

my fears, which only seemed to escalate with every passing moment. I flinched at his touch and 

waves of nausea hit me. I wanted so badly to vomit on the black leather glove that continued to 

stroke my horrified face soaked in perspiration. He began to run his gloved fingers through my 

long, black, matted hair. I wanted to throw up all over his gloves and shoes. It was the only thing 

that made sense, the only thing I had control of. I was not even spared the final indignity of 

having to look at his face. I could not bear to see the twisted smile and eyes lit up glistening in 



glee as they measured my pain reaction. I wished he would kill me now. I pleaded with my eyes.  

 

Kill me now and be done with it! 

 

“Christa, you are my sweet addiction. I want to quit but, you vixen, chosen victim, you will be 

oh so delicious!” He continued to taunt me in his singsong voice over and over again. The rotten 

and ridiculous rhymes continued, ad infinitum, ad nauseum. My eyes widened in horror as I 

noticed a leather apron about his waist. He missed nothing.  

 

“Leather apron, think of The Ripper. I have learned from the very, very best! Now bear with me 

whilst I sharpen my trusty surgical instruments. Then we shall open up your treasure chest, visit 

with a few new friends and put poor Christa, the whore back together again!” The Creeper 

cackled insanely, wide-eyed and drooling and then the room grew silent. The eerie quiet was 

disturbed by his heavy breathing. The Creeper’s gloved hand left my face and tangled hair in 

anticipation of his next touch. His excitement continued to mount.  

 

“Do my fingers feel like blades as they run up your naked thighs? I will paint your face, change 

your dress, ohh so ready for this special night! But, the nightmare’s not over, it’s only just begun, 

and as I start to arrange you, I will do it all for fun!” 

 

This was beyond any sensation he’d ever experienced before; perfect peace mingled with an 

excitement that strained every nerve to breaking. He was going to have his desire fulfilled. I 

heard a sucking sound and felt something pointed enter me and fill me with the sensation of 

warm fluid. Semen, blood or both trickled onto my flesh. It was then that I puked violently and 

vomited on myself.  

 

“Now let the bad dreams begin again, and they will be our sweet escape together, my friend!” 

 

Her skin was slimy to the touch and peeled away quite easily. “Ahhh!” moaned The Creeper in 

ecstasy. A moment of excruciating pain followed and then Christa felt herself slowly rising off 

the table and into the air, weightless and free. She was floating. Disconnected, rising out of her 

body, the astral form unaffected by the knife that penetrated her flesh, sliced open from navel to 

neck.  

 

 

 

 

A voice roused me from my fugue state. “Christa, come back to me!” Johnny cried out, “Please 

don’t leave me here on my own!”  

 

“Johnny darling, I’m here. I’m here!” I reassured him.  

 

It had all been a dream, a ghastly, horrific nightmare. None of it had happened! I was here with 

Johnny, my darling man. Here at home, safe and sound. I was really, truly alive. Alive! 

 

“Johnny, wake up! I’m here right beside you, sweetheart,” I whispered in his ear. His cries 



continued unabated. He was standing up and appeared to be sleepwalking. He continued to cry 

out for me looking like a lost child in the dark. I shook him gently in an attempt to rouse him 

from his nightmare.  

 

I reached out once more to touch Johnny’s face and pull him close to me on the bed, but he 

turned away, continuing to sob hysterically for someone other than me. She only resembled me. I 

was in a different body. I could hear a faint haunting melody drifting through the air, straining in 

the darkness, touching my senses. A heart-rending dirge, Henry Purcell’s “When I am laid in 

earth” filled my ears. It was then that I gazed down over my open casket and let out a 

blood-curdling scream and was violently jerked back into my lifeless body.  

 

 

 

 

 

A solitary figure made its way through the crowd of mourners to pay his last respects. Nearing 

Christa’s casket, the man in a long black overcoat reached out to clasp Johnny’s hand in his own 

to offer his condolences.  

 

“My deepest sympathies! I’m sorry for your terrible loss,” said the stranger, removing his black 

velvet top hat from his head. The voice was rich with aching emotion. The man’s expression was 

comforting and his dark, deep-set eyes held Johnny’s with such a fierce intensity that it was 

almost overpowering. He felt himself warming towards this stranger.  

 

He didn’t resemble anyone Johnny had ever met, but something about the man seemed familiar. 

Such a distinguished gentleman too! Judging by the vintage clothing, he looked like he had 

stepped from the 1940’s. His jet-black hair was slicked back and his side-burns were silver and 

trimmed neatly. The man’s bushy black eye-brows and a tuft of beard below his lip wagged as he 

spoke which gave him an almost comical air. The stranger smiled again and spoke in a posh 

accent that was warm, soothing and mysterious.  

 

“Please allow me to introduce myself...I am Jules Longstaff. I was Christa’s therapist. We were 

making such progress too. A shame. We shall all miss her dearly. It should never have happened, 

this horrible atrocity!” he said, his voice tinged with bitterness.  

 

“The police still have no leads or suspects, hmmm? Oh my! I can’t even imagine how awful you 

must feel. It does help to talk about things though. I am going into town and would be pleased to 

offer you a lift home. If you like, we can discuss things on the way. I’d like to be here for you in 

your time of need, Johnny,” Jules said gallantly.  

 

“No, Mr. Longstaff, I don’t wish to be a bother,” Johnny protested.  

 

“Really, it’s no trouble at all!” he added reassuringly. “I insist! You really shouldn’t be alone at a 

time like this!”  

 

“Thank you. It’s so kind of you to offer,” Johnny suddenly found himself replying, far too weary 



to resist.  

 

Jules Longstaff gently placed a gloved hand on Johnny’s shoulder and smiled at his prey. Johnny 

felt himself being shoved from behind out of the funeral home as though in a trance, his eyes 

glazed-over.  

 

“Let’s not keep anyone waiting!” Longstaff muttered under his breath, almost sick with 

anticipation and expectation.  

 

 

 

 

 

The Creeper slowly placed his gloved hand over Johnny’s mouth to seal his lips, and the leather 

aroma filled his nostrils. Johnny panicked and whipped his head about in all directions. There 

was no way out! Suddenly, he remembered The Creeper’s last words; the hope of escape and 

gradually his fear began to subside. Johnny believed the deranged man’s promise; that his 

innermost wishes would become material if uttered.  

 

“Christa, disregard my cruel fate, freedom’s in your arms, if you’ll only wait!” 

 

The wall spattered with gore by the print of bloody fingers. Johnny’s throat had several fearful 

gashes, apparently inflicted with a somewhat dull knife worked with savage efficiency. The next 

wounds were the stabs to the head behind the left ear; vicious, twisting cuts shaped by Johnny’s 

efforts to get away. The Creeper’s bloodlust grew as he caught his own reflection in the blade to 

become even more inspired.  

 

There was a long blood-chilling moment of silence. Then, the Creeper’s brutal bloodthirsty voice 

thundered into the cold, damp air where dark dreams never die.  

 

“When you breathe your last breath and leave your skin and bones behind, Christa will be 

waiting on the other side; a devil that you won’t recognize in a blood-soaked paradise. I shall 

enter your haunted dreams night after night...intertwining your loving mind with mine…a night 

that has no end...my bloody knife has no friends.” 

 

 

 

 

THE END 
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JESUS JUST LEFT CHICAGO by Ishmael A Soledad 

 

Three a.m. and I’m going, stuffing clothes haphazardly in my duffel bag, cash in my back 

pocket, fear in my heart. A few more hours, a few more miles will buy me some time, just a 

little. I grab my wrist, re-set my id randomizer. I’m now Konrad Abernnor, MD. It’ll do. 

 

 

 

I’d always been thought strange. When you’re five years old you don’t have the words to tell 

people. By the time you do you learn to shut up, avoid the trouble, the pained looks. I hate 

mirrors. Can’t bear looking at people. Their faces never stay the same but change, shift into 

others, comical to horrific. I always know who the faces are, their names, their histories. I always 

try to hide it. 

 

I’d slipped many times as a kid. Being weedy and shy didn’t help, especially with the damned 

teachers. 

 

“C’mon Tim,” Mister Metzler would cajole me over a simple maths problem, “I know you can 

do better than that.” 

 

I’d freeze, terrified as his face shifted, an old man’s kindly frustrations switching to Khmer 

Rouge then Hunnic tribesman. 

 

“I’m sorry, I’m sorry, don’t hurt me, Attila, please!” cowering, drawing applause from my 

classmates and a scowl from in front. Although his words were soft, his manner gentle, I always 

saw Attila appear when he looked at me. 

 

My only girlfriend was worse. Each time she was hurt, and that too often, too easily, the shifting 

would start until Eeva Yehuda came out, sixteen, naked, and walking to the chambers at 

Bergen-Belsen. How could I deny her anything? For six months they called me ‘Jenni’s Bitch’, 

everything and anything for her at the slightest sign until I paid someone to steal her from me. 

 

I drifted after school then, when it was unbearable, when I was twenty-one and tired of it all, 

tried to disappear. I stole the tech to keep me hidden, lied and hustled my way in and out of 

work, then one day lied my way into the monastery. 

 

 

 

Tibetan Buddhists, orange robes and Nikes here of all places. To me none of it mattered. Their 

faces still shifted, but each face always replaced itself, a little different but the same. I stayed. 

Said nothing. At first. 

 

Months later with Deprung, watching a sand mandala take shape, a form caught my eye. 

 

“I have not seen this one before, Venerable.” 

 



“Humanity’s duality, multi-facet of the now and the always. We are more and less than we seem 

at the surface.” 

 

“Don’t I know it.” 

 

“You laugh, your cynicism shows.” 

 

“I’m not cynical, I just know everyone is more than they seem. Except you, you’re all what you 

appear to be.” 

 

“We simply know we are streams of consciousness heading to enlightenment, weaving in and 

out of this thing called life. You do not.” 

 

That’s when I told him. Everything. I wasn’t met by derision, just acceptance. 

 

“Now not just you but soon everyone. At first just us, just Tibet, but now spreading outside.” 

 

“Everyone?” 

 

He looked at me strangely. “Yes, sooner not later. You do not know do you? Have you looked?” 

 

“At what?” 

 

“Yourself.” 

 

“No, why? I am who I am, they’re the issue. If they see themselves as I see them there’s no 

problem.” 

 

He led the way out the hall, back to the cells. “When this happens, people will see us as we truly 

are and have been. They will also see themselves but, most unfortunately, not as enlightened 

beings, not understanding the path they are on.” 

 

We stopped in the communal showers, facing each other, my back to the mirror. “They will 

remember their past lives, the positive part of the irrelevance. But first they will know that part 

that is negative, the passing pain and injustice. As always, they will seek redress. Balance. 

Revenge.” 

 

Deprung held me at arm’s length by my shoulders. “You know we never seek to harm?” 

 

“Yes, of course, Venerable.” 

 

“Then trust me, we will help you in any way we can, you of all people. Your path is hard but 

short. To start you must know yourself. Enlightenment is possible only through truth. Your 

denial is a lie. Turn around, see yourself as we do, as the world shortly will.” 

 



Scared that my resolve would fade as quickly as Deprung’s words I turned. I looked back out 

from the mirror. I was simply Tim, as I always was. Was Deprung well-meaning but wrong? As 

my gentle cynicism rose, the reflection wavered, shifted, clarified. I knew what I was. I knew 

who I was. 

 

My screams brought the monastery running, broken hands and shredded fingers shattering and 

clawing the mirror from the wall, showering Deprung with my blood. I sank to my knees, 

incoherent, inconsolable, in a circle of acceptance, empathy. 

 

 

 

I run like I never ran before. Deprung lets me know, always tells me, his networks stretch across 

the globe and there is little that escapes it. 

 

I have caught furtive, wary glimpses of the unfolding. India was first, suffering, swimming in its 

own blood, revenge brutal and coarse. Perhaps when they return, when they see the ultimate 

futility, perhaps it will stop. Perhaps. 

 

I run harder, incessantly. I know what they will do, how they will revisit those days and nights, 

that suffering upon me. As the awakening cascades across the world they call for it, spell it out, 

promise it to clamouring billions. Deprung’s network is large, but it is nothing next to theirs. 

They are watching, continually. And I am careless at times, sleep deprived and terrified. 

 

If revenge smoulders in their hearts it is a flame in the dozen that seek me most; and to the one 

an inferno, an all-consuming incandescence in the breast I lay against, the hand that gave me 

bread, the cheek I kissed. 

 

Deprung called. I have two hours. 

 

Jesus just left Chicago. 

 

THE END 
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SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE BEAST-MEN OF ATLANTIS by Milly “Mad Dog” 

McGuigan 

 

Chapter One 

 

‘All the blank spaces on the map are being filled these days,’ I observed, tracing my finger round 

the coasts of Africa on the large globe that stood on a table in the corner of the study. ‘When I 

was a child, much of this was undiscovered country.’ With my eye I followed the black line of a 

river as it vanished into the mysteries of the Dark Continent. 

 

‘All that I wish to explore is the enigma that is the human mind,’ declared Mr Sherlock Holmes, 

standing by the window and peering out at the rain lashed street below. ‘The thoroughfares of 

London contain as many wonders and horrors as any unexplored continent.’ 

 

I came to join him. 

 

It had been a slow day at 221B Baker Street. A slow week. My friend’s work as a consulting 

detective had dried up recently; I was afraid that he might enter one of his dark periods. Already 

he had been injecting cocaine, and last night sleep came tentatively for me after a long discordant 

violin concerto that lasted into the small hours. Yet now Holmes stiffened like a hunting dog on 

the trail of his quarry. 

 

‘Never mind your undiscovered country, Watson,’ he cried, gazing down at the elegant lady who 

was crossing the cobbled street, heedless of hansoms and drays, sheltered from the torrential 

downpour by a modest umbrella. ‘I do believe I see a client!’ 

 

But before I could prolong my study of the slender young person any further, she had vanished 

from sight. 

 

Sighing, I returned to my armchair by the fire, but before I could relax there was a knocking 

from downstairs and a moment later the same young woman was ushered into our lodgings. I 

sprang to my feet as Holmes welcomed her, and added my own greetings. 

 

‘This is my colleague, Doctor Watson,’ Holmes was saying, ‘and I myself am…’ 

 

‘The famous Mr Sherlock Holmes,’ the young woman completed his words, ‘who I understand 

to be the finest detective in all the British Empire.’ She spoke with an odd twang that 

nevertheless seemed strangely familiar. 

 

Holmes showed her to a chair. After placing her umbrella in a stand, Mrs Hudson brought tea 

and made herself attentive to her wants. Once the housekeeper had departed, he said: ‘I’m 

heartened to hear that my fame has reached as far as the Colonies where you were raised.’ 

 

Our visitor almost dropped her tea cup in astonishment. ‘Oh!’ she said and looked thoughtful. 

‘My accent?’ 

 



‘I had remarked it myself,’ I informed her. ‘You were born in South Africa?’ 

 

‘The lady grew up in the equatorial regions, Watson,’ said Holmes, ‘As can be told by that 

faraway look in her eye, those wheaten locks. And that is not the accent one acquires in Southern 

Africa, but elsewhere. British West Africa, at a guess.’ 

 

‘A shrewd guess, Mr Sherlock Homes,’ said our visitor. ‘I was indeed raised in the White Man’s 

Grave. And yet now I am back in the old country, I wonder if it is not more dangerous here than 

the Colonies!’ 

 

She composed herself and sipped her tea. ‘Oh,’ she said, catching me a look with those powerful 

blue eyes, so vibrant and strong in one so seemingly young and demure, ‘you have both 

introduced yourselves and yet I remain nameless to you. My name is…’ 

 

Holmes smoothed out a copy of the Times lying on the table beside him. ‘Miss Kate Marency, I 

presume,’ he said smoothly. ‘I have read all about your father’s explorations in the interior of 

Africa. You have something of his looks.’ 

 

Miss Marency sipped her tea coolly and studied Holmes over the rim. She placed the cup down 

in its saucer, not taking her eyes from him. 

 

‘Your reputation is well earned,’ she remarked. ‘I am glad to see that I have not wasted my time 

coming up to Town.’ 

 

‘Of course,’ I chipped in. ‘Sir Digory Marency.’ I had some recollection of wild tales of 

explorations upriver in British West Africa, of a lost city and its black queen. Like so many 

others, I had dismissed it all as moonshine, and since then Sir Digory had inherited his late 

father’s estates and baronetcy and vanished into the obscurity that is the life of a North Country 

gentleman. So this exquisite young woman was his daughter! 

 

She turned her gaze on me again and nodded. ‘Sir Digory is my father,’ she agreed, clasping her 

hands on one knee. ‘And it is concerning my father’s welfare that I have come. Mr Holmes,’ she 

returned her gaze to my friend, who was now leaning back in his armchair, eyes half closed in 

contemplation, ‘I am afraid that my father is in danger for his life!’ 

 

‘In danger?’ Holmes asked lazily. ‘And he sends his daughter to consult a detective?’ 

 

Miss Marency shook her head. ‘He refuses to believe he is in any peril,’ she assured us, ‘but 

someone shot at him, that is for certain. It occurred only yesterday, only days after he had 

declared his intention to auction the map to the highest bidder!’ 

 

I grunted in puzzlement. What map? 

 

Holmes’ eyes opened a little wider. ‘I’m afraid your enthusiasm causes you to go a little too 

hastily for my friend,’ he said. ‘As I understand it, someone made an attempt on your father’s life 

after Sir Digory had expressed an intention to auction… a map? What map would this be? Of his 



explorations? Please be more explicit.’ 

 

‘Perhaps,’ said Miss Marency pensively, ‘it would be best if I began at the beginning.’ 

 

‘The traditional narrative method,’ Holmes remarked with an approving nod. He pressed the tips 

of his fingers together, forming a steeple. 

 

‘Very well,’ Miss Marency said. ‘Papa, shortly after his marriage to my late mother, a girl from 

the nearby village, quarrelled with my grandfather and set out for the Colonies with the intention 

of becoming a missionary in British West Africa.’ She sipped at her tea and continued. 

 

‘Here I was born and grew to girlhood amongst black faces. My nurse was an enthusiastic native 

convert, and the land around my father’s house was worked by friendly Negroes. My first 

memories are of playing gaily amidst the red earth of Africa, beneath wide blue heavens 

friendlier than the Old Country’s grey skies. My father had some medical knowledge and 

became renowned amongst local tribes as a witch doctor, though he made many attempts to rid 

them of this superstition, not to mention numerous others. The only other white man for a 

hundred miles was the district commissioner, a jolly Scot called McAllister, who visited 

regularly. Also present at the mission from time to time was a Dutchman, or rather a Boer, a grey 

whiskered trader called Mynheer Krueger. It was an idyllic childhood—until the war party came 

from the interior.’ 

 

Sherlock Holmes lowered his fingers and transfixed her with a curious look. ‘May I ask,’ he 

began, ‘what was the cause of your father’s quarrel with your grandfather?’ 

 

Miss Marency gave a bitter laugh. ‘Apart from my father’s insistence on marrying beneath him, 

the source of contention was something that troubles the family to this day,’ she said. ‘My 

grandfather in his youth was by his own accounts something of a wastrel, and the estates in the 

Old Country were heavily in debt—and still are. Papa quarrelled with my grandfather on this 

account and went to Africa to make his own way in life.’ 

 

Miss Marency seemed thrown by Holmes’ apparently irrelevant inquiry.  

 

‘You mention warriors from the interior,’ I said.  

 

‘Indeed, Dr Watson,’ she told me. ‘They attacked one morning without warning. Savage men, 

with painted faces and crude weapons. Nothing like the blacks of the coast, those dear friends of 

my childhood, they slew everyone at the mission and burnt down the church. Only I escaped due 

to the valiant self-sacrifice of my nurse. I was a girl of only five summers.’ 

 

‘How dreadful for you,’ said Holmes absently. ‘You say they killed everyone?’ 

 

‘All,’ she said, ‘except my father and mother, who were carried off upcountry. The raiders would 

have taken me, too, I believe, had it not been for my faithful nurse, who helped me escape into 

the bush before she was cut down. For several years, I lived alone in the wilds, surviving as best 

I could.’ 



 

‘Did no word come to the district commissioner?’ I asked. ‘And what of Mynheer Krueger?’ 

 

‘The Boer was absent when the natives attacked from the interior,’ Miss Marency replied. ‘As 

for Mr McAllister, I know now that as soon as he knew of the raid he marched to our house with 

a force of askaris, but found the blacks slain and the whites gone. He led punitive raids into the 

bush, but all that they achieved was a series of reprisals from tribes formerly friendly. For a time 

a bush war seemed imminent in British West Africa, but I was oblivious to it all. 

 

‘The mission lay in ruins, though I returned from time to time to mourn my lost innocence, but it 

was not until I was older that my father returned. I found him one morning in Spring, lying face 

down in the sere yellow grass outside the blackened ruins of the mission, his hair white, his face 

gaunt, and when I shook him awake, his eyes haunted by horror.’ 

 

I believe that my own eyes had suffered a similar affliction. Holmes, however, was listening 

distractedly, as if we had not yet reached the true drama. The crimes of far-off shores have no 

interest for this cold-blooded sleuth. 

 

‘Your father returned,’ he prompted our visitor. 

 

Miss Marency nodded. ‘I was overjoyed. With what simple comforts I could provide, I nurtured 

this man who I barely remembered through a long bout of sickness, all the time tormenting 

myself with a desire to know what had become of my mother. When my father finally recovered 

to find himself in my den deep in the bush, he told me a long tale.’ 

 

‘Ah,’ I said perceptively. ‘That must have been the famous story of how Sir Digory discovered 

the lost city and the black queen.’ 

 

At this interruption, Sherlock Holmes shot me a disapproving glance. He smiled at our fair 

visitor. ‘Pray continue, Miss Marency.’ 

 

‘He told me some such tale,’ she acknowledged. ‘The natives from the interior had marched both 

of my parents far upcountry, up the banks of the Great River, up into the hills; unexplored 

country for the most part both then and now. They were taken to a city of stones beneath a 

mountain of fire. It was an ancient city, Papa told me, rapt, fascinated, despite mournful 

memories, older than Tyre or Babylon or Memphis, far older. He believed that it was founded by 

colonists or exiles from Atlantis.’ 

 

‘I should think it more likely that it was a Phoenician foundation,’ I opined. 

 

‘Whether the lost city was Phoenician or Atlantean,’ Holmes said impatiently, ‘what happened to 

your father whilst he was a prisoner of the natives?’ 

 

‘The tale he told me was garbled and uncertain,’ she said. ‘Remember that he was suffering from 

recurring bouts of fever. That said, he has done no more than allude to it since. It was a horrific 

time for him. My mother was murdered. Murdered before his eyes. Had it not been for certain 



natives with an ounce of humanity in their black breasts, I think my father would have died too.’ 

 

‘These savages slew your mother?’ Sherlock Holmes made a show of sympathy. ‘But not your 

father?’ 

 

‘The city was ruled by a caste of priests,’ she explained. ‘They sent out war parties far and wide 

in search of white skinned folk as sacrifices. The priests were said to be descendants of a people 

from a western island that sank beneath the waves, and had themselves once been white skinned, 

as had their gods, who thusly demanded white sacrifices. The warrior folk were a wandering 

tribe who had settled in the city aeons later and come under the sway of these ancient folk and 

their priestcraft. My parents were both taken to be sacrificed, in the hopes that the fortunes of the 

Atlanteans, and their prehistoric empery over the world, would be restored. I would have been 

killed myself, had not my nurse aided my escape.’ 

 

‘How did your father escape the sacrifice to their fetish?’ I asked uneasily. 

 

‘Some of the warrior caste were friendly, decent people,’ she explained. ‘My father was rescued 

and concealed after my mother, sadly, was sacrificed. It seems that their god is hungry only at 

certain times, and he was kept prisoner for the next sacrifice. The friendly natives took him away 

and concealed him, their famous black queen being instrumental in this, in defiance of the 

Archpriest’s will. But he was unable to leave the city for years. At last he fled into the bush and 

returned to the mission in search of me.’ 

 

‘And then?’ Holmes asked. 

 

‘Then?’ she said. ‘Why, it was then our troubles really began.  

 

‘Although at first it seemed otherwise. When Papa had recovered sufficiently to travel, we went 

to the coast and the district commissioner’s outpost. Mr McAllister was delighted to see us. Also 

present was the trader Mynheer Krueger. Both welcomed us back, having thought us vanished 

into the black heart of Africa forever. When they heard my father’s stories, they were entranced.’ 

She paused. ‘There is one thing that I haven’t told you.’ 

 

‘Only one thing?’ Holmes asked quietly. 

 

She shrugged. ‘Only one of any importance. The city of the Atlanteans, though remote, 

semi-ruinous and priest-ridden, was rich in its own way. It lay beneath a great volcano, and the 

surrounding area was rich with diamonds. The natives mined them under the instructions of the 

priests, who prized such trinkets, yet never suspected their value on the world market.’ She 

indicated the tiny jewels that dangled from her ears, and I gasped. For the first time I recognised 

them as diamonds of the first water.  

 

‘My father,’ she went on, ‘took a few with him when he at last made his escape. These were 

taken to Amsterdam by Mynheer Krueger, cut and polished, and he gave them to me. With 

money he made from selling two more, Papa sent me to finishing-school in Switzerland, since in 

the intervening years I had forgotten much of what it means to be a lady. The bush teaches many 



things, but deportment and fine breeding are not among them. Then came what seemed at first 

like bad news, then good, then at last dreadful.’ 

 

‘You are a superlative storyteller, Miss Marency,’ said Holmes with a smile, ‘whatever else you 

learnt in the bush. ‘What was the news? And how does it all link with this attempt on your 

father’s life? 

 

‘News came of my grandfather’s death,’ said our fair visitor. ‘While we were otherwise occupied 

in Africa, he had died—perhaps of a broken heart, having been deserted by his only son. And yet 

he had left the entire estate to my father.’ 

 

‘The estate,’ I said, ‘which included his many debts?’ 

 

She nodded. ‘Papa returned to his native heath to take up his duties, after the funeral. Soon it 

became clear that these latter were onerous. The debts were huge. My father is a sick man, a 

broken man! weakened by his years of imprisonment. But then a way revealed itself. He had 

drawn a map showing the long and tortuous way through the jungles to the lost city of Nkume, 

the city of the diamonds. By his own account, were these diamonds made available to the world 

as a whole, Kimberley would be nothing. But only he knows the long way to the diamond fields, 

and he refuses ever to return to Africa. He declared his intention to auction the map to the 

highest bidder, amongst a small circle of privileged friends, intending to use the resulting 

proceeds to pay off his debtors and gain full control of his inherited estates. The auction will take 

place at Marency Hall this Wednesday. The map is locked in a safe in his study. And yet it seems 

that someone amongst his friends and fellows would prefer to take his life, and no doubt his map, 

rather than pay a fair price.’ 

 

  

Chapter Two 

 

‘Tell me more,’ instructed Mr Sherlock Holmes. 

 

‘My father,’ Miss Marency explained, ‘had welcomed the last of his guests, who were to be 

staying at the Hall during the auction, and had gone out onto the terrace in his invalid chair to 

take the air, attended by his faithful gentleman’s gentleman, Chivers. There was the crack of a 

shot, which it soon seemed had come from the rhododendron shrubbery on the far side of the 

lawn. The bullet whistled over my father’s head and winged Chivers in the shoulder, despite 

which that faithful servant ran after a figure he saw vanishing towards the lake. He lost it soon 

after and returned to the terrace where the guests and I had gathered around my ailing father. I 

had heard the shot from the drawing room where I had been reading, while the guests were 

chiefly in their rooms…’ 

 

‘Chiefly, you say?’ Holmes asked. ‘Do you know who, if any, were not?’ 

 

She shook her head regretfully. ‘Alas, no. When I reached the terrace all the guests were there 

ahead of me. Mr McAllister and Mynheer Krueger led them. They had seen nothing, and neither 

had my father. Only Chivers had glimpsed the escaping figure, and that briefly, and he is 



currently in the infirmary in the nearby market town. The police were called, and Inspector 

Newbold of the rural constabulary came as soon as he could, questioned the guests and the 

servants, and examined the grounds with the aid of his constables and dogs. Unidentified 

footprints were found in the soft ground near the lake, but no kind of trail was discernible to man 

or beast. The inspector, confessing himself beaten and somewhat beleaguered by my father’s 

entreaties, suggested in a wild moment that he employ the services of the most famous 

consulting detective in the kingdom.’ 

 

‘And what was your father’s reaction to this wild suggestion?’ Holmes inquired ironically. 

 

Miss Marency smiled a little. ‘My father was keen to downplay the entire incident. The map is 

kept in his safe, to which only he knows the combination…’ 

 

‘What could be gained by murdering your father?’ I asked. 

 

She turned her gaze upon me again. ‘It’s hard to say,’ she said. ‘If they wish to steal the map, it 

would be better to employ what I believe from my study of the popular magazines is called a 

cracksman.’ 

 

‘Perhaps the shot was not meant to kill,’ Holmes said, ‘or even to wound. Poor Chivers may have 

only been in the way. I think the shot was intended to intimidate. To break your father’s will, 

encourage him to settle for a low price.’ 

 

‘If that was the idea,’ Miss Marency said, ‘perhaps they have achieved something, since most of 

the guests have gone.’ She listed several prominent county figures who had departed the house 

on learning of the outrage. ‘Only my father’s dear friends, Mr McAllister and Mynheer Krueger 

remain, and they will be bidding in the auction on Wednesday evening. But I fear that another 

attempt will be made, either on my father’s life or his map. Someone wants to learn the route to 

Nkume and is not allowing scruples to hinder him.’ 

 

She looked appealingly at Holmes. ‘Sir, all England speaks of your skills. Your bluff friend Dr 

Watson has shared with the nation some of your most baffling cases. I turn to you in my 

extremity. The local constabulary has proved in effective. Will you help me?’ 

 

‘What is your father’s opinion of the matter?’ Holmes asked. 

 

She gave a moue of disapproval. ‘My father, as I said, downplays the incident. But I fear for his 

life. He wishes to sell up and sell fast, but it is imperative that we learn who it is who means him 

harm and have them brought to justice.’ She paused. ‘I came up to Town without his 

knowledge,’ she admitted. ‘He is most scornful of bringing in what he describes as “a notorious 

amateur detective”.’ 

 

Sherlock Holmes laughed heartily at the description. ‘Yet you wish to retain my services?’ he 

asked. ‘Very well, I accept—despite your father’s misgivings.’ 

 

She clapped her hands in delight. ‘How soon can you come?’ she cried. ‘The sooner the better, to 



my mind.’ 

 

‘Patience, child,’ Holmes murmured. ‘There remain certain business affairs I need to put in order 

tomorrow, but I promise that I will come down on Tuesday evening.’ 

 

‘That is wonderful news,’ Miss Marency said. ‘And Dr Watson?’ 

 

‘I’ll come too, never fear,’ I reassured the lady, having returned to my seat. 

 

She thanked us both, and went on to discuss terms with Holmes. Although I busied myself 

elsewhere in Holmes’ rooms, it became clear from what I overheard that she had the makings of 

a hard-headed woman of business. When the negotiations were complete, she rose. ‘I must go. I 

have a train to catch in half an hour.’ 

 

After her departure for the station, I turned to Holmes. ‘What are your opinions of the case? I 

inquired. 

 

‘It has its colourful aspects,’ he admitted, ‘with these thrilling accounts of lost cities in the 

jungle. Yet it seems to me it is a simple matter of greed. Whoever gains title to this famous map 

will be able to stake a claim in riches beyond the dreams of Cecil Rhodes.’ 

 

‘And someone intends to achieve this without the farce of an auction,’ I said drily. ‘But Sir 

Digory hopes to pay of his inherited debts by selling to the highest bidder. This has made him 

unpopular, it seems. What will you do, Holmes?’ 

 

My friend stretched in his armchair. ‘Reach me down my copy of Burke’s Peerage,’ he 

requested. ‘And that work on African exploration next to Stanley’s Through the Dark Continent. 

And, of course, my copies of Plato’s Timaeus and Kritias. You ask what I am going to do, 

Watson? Why, I shall fill my pipe with the finest shag tobacco and begin reading. Then I shall 

think. And then, on Tuesday, we shall set out for Marency Hall and the scene of the crime.’ He 

frowned. ‘I think we should go early. I would appreciate an opportunity to speak with this local 

inspector before I beard old Sir Digory in his den. I fear that we will not have the warmest of 

welcomes, Watson.’ 

 

He lit his pipe and I brought him the requested volumes. Afterwards I returned to my own chair 

and dipped into Stanley’s account of his explorations up the Lualaba. A few pages in I glance 

dup to see Holmes also deep in his book, his head wreathed in tobacco smoke. Shaking my own 

head, I returned to my reading of high adventure amongst tribes of savages. 

 

 

 

On Tuesday morning, we set out for Marency Hall in the North-country county of Hallamshire. 

Travelling by train, we reached the sleepy nearby town shortly after noon. After refreshing 

ourselves with a luncheon at the Red Lion Inn, we repaired to the police station and requested to 

see Inspector Newbold.  

 



‘What an honour it is to meet two such distinguished gentlemen!’ 

 

The Inspector had a loud, booming voice and a large spade shaped beard. He walked up to us 

with a nautical roll and an enthusiastic manner, shaking first Holmes’ hand and then mine.  

 

‘I have read so much of your cases in the popular press, Mr Sherlock Holmes,’ he added, 

gesturing us to seats on one side of his large desk and calling for tea from Andover, the stalwart 

sergeant who had brought us to his office, ‘I must confess myself baffled by this murder attempt, 

but I am pleased that the personable Miss Marency had the good sense to listen to my advice.’ 

 

Holmes took his seat, and I sat near him. We drank our tea and the Inspector told us all he knew. 

 

‘What can you tell us about Sir Digory’s friends?’ Holmes asked when we had learnt little more 

than we had from Miss Marency. ‘They must have been first on your list of suspects, surely.’ 

 

The Inspector shook his head. ‘All present at the hall, servants or guests, had alibis,’ he told us. 

‘My men questioned them as closely as we could. All could account for their actions.’ He 

coughed. ‘There were some very important persons there, of course, some of the most important 

in the county. My men were instructed to use the utmost discretion and sensitivity.’ 

 

‘I understand that some of the men present have departed since,’ Holmes said, ‘refusing to have 

anything more to do with the auction.’ The Inspector nodded. ‘Did you not find this suspicious?’ 

my friend added. 

 

The Inspector shrugged. ‘It was understandable, under the circumstances,’ he said. ‘Only the two 

Colonials, it seemed, had the courage to remain—or perhaps it was simply that they were the 

most in need of money.’ He laughed sardonically, and Holmes echoed this. 

 

‘Surely McAllister and Krueger must have enough money to bid in the auction,’ I said. ‘No 

doubt trade has made the Boer rich, and McAllister…?’ 

 

‘Comes from a wealthy Highland family,’ the Inspector said dismissively. ‘Both of these 

Colonials are wealthy enough—but wish to become wealthier. That said, I believe that 

McAllister’s desire to purchase the map stems from a desire to open up the hinterland for the 

Empire before the Prussians get wind of it. The cabbage eaters have established three colonies in 

Africa already this year, you know. Mynheer Krueger’s motivations’—and here the Inspector 

gave us both a look that might have been described in a less hearty fellow as sly— ‘are more 

mercenary.’ 

 

‘What is your opinion of the two men?’ Holmes asked. ‘Rugged, self-made Colonials, 

accustomed to the rule of the rifle? Willing to use any means to achieve their ends?’ 

 

‘They are Sir Digory’s friends,’ I protested. ‘You’re surely not suggesting that either McAllister 

or Krueger would have made an attempt on his life.’ 

 

Holmes gave me a dark look. ‘Your own experiences in India, my dear doctor, surely taught you 



that a sense of honour and fair play, though common enough in the cricket-playing heart of 

England, is the first civilised virtue to go to the wall—in the dark places of the earth.’ 

 

‘If I did not know that they had alibis,’ the Inspector said, ‘I might suspect the Boer.’ He pursed 

his lips. ‘I saw enough of the Colonies in my young days,’ he added, ‘to know that they seldom 

breed gentlemen.’ 

 

‘When you followed the sea,’ Holmes suggested. The Inspector stared at him, startled, then 

broke out into a laugh. 

 

‘It’s true what they say about you, Mr Holmes,’ he said. ‘In an earlier age, you’d be burnt at the 

stake. Yes, as a foolish lad, after getting in a little trouble, I ran away to sea. Spent many years 

before the mast, man and boy. Rose to become a bosun’s mate. When I returned to shore, I 

joined the constabulary. Yes, I’ve seen the world, sir.’ 

 

‘Have you ever been to British West Africa?’ Holmes asked idly. 

 

Newbold nodded. ‘I’ve been in Nago enough times,’ he said. ‘That’s on the coast, a port they 

call it though it’s little more than a few tin shacks and a fort. But I recognised much of the land 

from Sir Digory’s map.’ 

 

‘You’ve seen the map?’ Holmes asked. ‘I understood it was kept in a safe.’ 

 

The Inspector shook his head. ‘It was laid out on a table in the study when I began my 

investigation. Sir Digory had had intended to show it to his guests, no doubt to confirm that it 

existed, without allowing anyone to get much of an idea of the location of this fabled lost city. 

But it was put away hastily enough when my men arrived.’ 

 

‘You don’t believe in the lost city?’ Holmes asked. I also had detected that note of doubt in the 

Inspector’s tones. ‘You think Sir Digory to be a fantasist? A swindler?’ 

 

‘Atlantis, Mr Holmes?’ said the Inspector with a hollow laugh. ‘Lost cities? Beautiful black 

queens? Come, come, Mr Holmes, I thought England’s premier consulting detective a man of 

reason! 

 

‘I grew up in these parts,’ he went on, ‘in the days of Sir Digory’s father. The Bad Baronet, the 

county called him. He was born in the days of the Regency, and had not shaken off Regency 

ways when the current queen began her reign. Drinking, cardplaying, and much worse 

carryings-on went on at the hall in his days. His family still have a bad reputation amongst the 

peasantry in these parts.’ 

 

‘We know this,’ I said, ‘but you surely don’t think that his son, a man who went to Africa to 

bring Christianity to the benighted heathen, is of the same stamp as the Bad Baronet? Besides, 

Miss Marency is clearly a very well brought up young woman. She has nothing of her 

grandfather in her. What’s more, Sir Digory is the victim in this matter.’ 

 



The Inspector shrugged. ‘Perhaps I’m simply prejudiced. It’s something his grandfather would 

stoop to, but of course, Sir Digory is a much godlier man. And his daughter certainly is a 

charming young lady. But dark rumours hang about her, too. You know she grew up in the bush 

alone, without another Christian soul?’ 

 

‘Now you’re being ridiculous, Inspector,’ I told him sternly. ‘Miss Marency had an unenviable 

start in life, it’s true. It’s a miracle that she survived. However, I cannot see any reason to believe 

she is at all responsible.’ 

 

‘It seems beyond belief,’ observed Holmes, ‘that Miss Marency should make a murder attempt 

on her own father—and then go to the trouble of retaining my services to hunt down the 

would-be assassin.’ 

 

 

 

As we rattled up to the Hall in a dog cart hired from the stationmaster, I quizzed Holmes as to his 

opinion of the Inspector. 

 

‘He’s a fine enough man in his own way, I’m sure,’ My friend raised his voice over the clip-clop 

of the pony’s hoofs. ‘But these country inspectors are all the same. Simple men who benefit from 

dealing with simple crimes. I, however, am drawn towards the strange, the bizarre, the outré.  

 

‘Here we have a man who owns the keys to infinite wealth who is yet willing to sell them simply 

to redeem his dissolute father’s debts. A wild tale of lost cities and black queens, diamond fields 

and the legacy of High Atlantis. And a murder attempt that our invalid baronet shrugs off as if it 

is a thing inconsequential to him.’ 

 

‘As far as Atlantis is concerned,’ I said, ‘all I can say is: bosh! Balderdash! Theosophical 

nonsense reminiscent of the worst excesses of HP Blavatsky! If any lost city exists, I would 

attribute it to the historical Phoenicians.’ 

 

‘So you said,’ Holmes responded drily. ‘And yet Plato believed in Atlantis. And Negroes built 

the cities of Meroe and Timbuctoo and Great Zimbabwe.’ 

 

Once again, I remarked to myself that my friend, though a brilliant criminologist, was sadly 

lacking in many intellectual disciplines.  

 

Holmes shook his head, watching the rutted road ahead. ‘It is a puzzle, and we lack the most 

important pieces. But one thing is certain, Watson, and that is, however sanguine our baronet 

may seem, the life of Sir Digory is in danger. The lure of diamonds has a corrupting effect on a 

man’s soul; we have seen that in the Rand. Let us hope that the tendrils of that corruption will 

wither and not prosper in the good soil of Old England.’ 

 

I nodded in agreement with this last statement, and my hand slipped to the butt of my old service 

revolver which I had brought, concealed in my coat pocket. 

 



Holmes drove on through fields of ripening corn and woods where the scent of flowers came 

heady on the afternoon breeze. We passed through small villages and hamlets where rustics sat 

on benches in the sun outside tumbledown hostelries, where church spires lifted to the blue skies. 

This was the heartland of England, a place very far in spirit and fact from the savage jungles of 

Africa. And yet, had something of that savagery entered into this verdant and tranquil scene?  

 

My thoughts were sombre when at last we turned off the main road, passing through the open 

gates of Marency Hall and trotting onwards through parkland. 

 

Here the tone changed. Little had been done to maintain these rolling acres; trees had fallen 

untended, while weeds grew in the gravel drive. We saw a bucolic man in constable’s uniform 

strolling along an overgrown path, and waved in greeting: this was Inspector Newbold’s man, 

left to patrol the grounds.  

 

The Hall appeared among the trees, a massive Georgian pile, possibly even Adam, and yet as we 

approached I saw that it too had suffered from recent neglect. Many of the windows lacked glass 

and had been boarded up. One entire wing of the Hall seemed to be derelict. Stables and 

outbuildings were shuttered up and decaying. 

 

As we pulled up in a spray of gravel outside the main doors, these latter burst open and a man 

appeared in an invalid chair, pushed by a tall, sombre fellow in butler’s dress who wore one arm 

in a sling. 

 

‘Be off with you this instant!’ the man in the invalid chair cried, fixing us with a wild gleam. 

‘You’re not welcome here, Mr Sherlock Holmes! Be gone!’ 

 

CONTINUES NEXT WEEK 
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THE SEARCH FOR ASTRA PALACE by Gregory KH Bryant  

 

Part Seven 

 

“Goddammit! Goddamn, son of my bitch!” 

 

The moment that Mud was expecting had come at last. Tracking Ward in his endless search, he 

had come to yet another asteroid, of dozens he had touched down at, another gathering place of 

pirates, smugglers, down-and-out killers, and every other kind of deadly piece of cold-blooded 

human dreck the human species first gives birth to, and then kicks out of the family of humanity. 

 

Mud had touched down and docked his ship, the “Charon,” deep in this asteroid, a small thing 

running somewhat ahead of the Trojans following Jupiter. His tracer told him he was getting hot, 

real hot. Either Ward was on this asteroid, or… 

 

Or he wasn’t. 

 

And there it was, dammit. Mud’s tracer, the one he had hurriedly slapped on to the O8-111A, 

just as Ward was high-tailing it out of Callisto. The self-same tracer, still giving off its barely 

visible blue beacon of but a half-dozen millimetres in width, beaming its signal from the side of a 

deep space transport ship. Older model. Must have been stolen, Mud guessed. Not much business 

for a transport ship out here. 

 

“Piss… shit… fuck…” he started. And then he slowed down, then came to a stop. “Aw, what the 

hell,” he counselled himself. “I knew this was gonna happen. Sooner or later. An’ so it has. Well, 

a’fore I take outta here, I better take a little looksee, just ta make sure my bud idn’t danglin’ 

somewhur’s about.” 

 

So Mud wandered about the dock for a few hours, just to see if the O8-111A might not be tied 

down somewhere, and to ask around for anyone who might remember Ward after seeing him. No 

luck. 

 

So Mud climbed back into the “Charon” and went sailing back into space. Before he did 

anything else, he contacted Captain Hardy on the “Endeavor,” through subspace 

communications. 

 

““Endeavor” to Mud,” the lieutenant sitting her shift on communications replied, when Mud had 

got his message through. Because of the distance between the ships, a lag time of six seconds 

came between the responses. The conversation dragged out somewhat. “Captain Hardy is not on 

the bridge. We shall page him. Over.” 

 

Mud waited patiently until he heard the response. Then he replied. ““Charon” to “Endeavor”. 

We’ll wait. Over.” 

 

By the time Mud’s response had been received, Hardy had already been called to the bridge. 

 



“Endeavor to “Charon". Captain Hardy has been called to the bridge. He shall be here shortly. 

Over.” 

 

Mud did not bother to reply, but simply waited to hear from Hardy, which he did, thirty seconds 

later. The conversation took on a much more informal tone. 

 

“Hey, Mud. That you? Hardy here.” 

 

“Howya doin’, Cap’n? Yeah, Mud talkin’ atcha. All good on the “Charon”. You guys good?” 

 

“Yeah. We’re good here. Gonna be shipping around to AT-4442-ST, just to check out the 

neighbourhood. You got any news for us?” 

 

“Got a bit of news,” Mud answered. “Not good, but not unexpected.” 

 

“Oh?” Hardy asked. “Is it about Ward?” Hardy asked. 

 

“Yeah. I found his tracer, but not his ship.’ 

 

“Didn’t we kind figure?” Hardy asked. “Our friend doesn’t want to be found.” 

 

“Nuh, he dudn’t,” Mud answered. 

 

“Illara’s here,” Hardy said. “Just came to the bridge.” 

 

“Hiya, delicious. Howya dooin?” Mud asked with a laugh. 

 

“So he got away again, huh?” Illara asked. She waited patiently for Mud’s reply, while Hardy 

quickly briefed her on the conversation up too that point. 

 

“Yeah,” Mud answered. “What can I say? The boy dun’t wanna be found.” 

 

“Y’know, there’s an advantage to these lags in these conversations,” Illara said too Hardy, as 

they waited to hear Mud’s reply to Illara’s question. “It gives you time to think about what 

you’re going to say. 

 

“Yeah, that’s so,” Hardy agreed with a grin. 

 

“Anyway,” Hardy said, returning to his drawn-out conversation with Mud. 

 

“Like I was saying, we’re heading toward asteroid AT-4442-ST. What’re your plans, Mud?” 

 

“Don’t got any right now,” Mud answered. “Thought I’d knock heads with ya first. 

 

“Good thinking,” Illara said. “As it happens, our friend, Story, asked us to put a request to you.” 

 



“And what would that be, honey?” 

 

“He’s worried about that girlfriend of yours, that Lacey babe.” 

 

“Yeah? What’s the worry?” 

 

“Story’s thinking that maybe your Lacey’s friends might not like her braggin’ up on them to you 

the way she did. He’s guessing that there must be some pretty dangerous folk running in her 

circles. So he wanted us to ask if maybe you could look in on her? Make sure she’s doing okay.” 

 

“Yeah,” Mud replied after waiting through the long six-second delay to hear what the worry was. 

“That Talbot is an old softie, idn’t he?” Mud said. “But I s’pose getting’ back to AT-4442-ST 

and catchin’ up with my lady friend is as good a plan as any right not. So yeah, okay. I’ll go look 

her up. See how she’s getting’ along.” 

 

“That’s good,” Captain Hardy said. “We’re heading up in that direction, too. So maybe we can 

meet up somewhere around there. 

 

“Yeah,” Mud laughed. “We can grab a cup a’ coffee, maybe.” 

 

“Sure thing, Mud. Sounds like good times,” Illara said with a smile in her voice. 

 

 

 

“There’s this derelict drifting about two hundred thousand miles out from where we are now,” 

Kharl Stoff said to Ward. Kharl Stoff was the leader of the Scroungers who had enlisted Carter 

Ward’s assistance in capturing Turhan Mot. 

 

“Awrite,” Ward said. He listened suspiciously. The two men stood at the port where their ships 

were docked at asteroid AT-4442-ST. Planning had taken longer than expected, but finally, they 

were done. They were set to leave in just a few moments. Kharl Stoff was giving ward a few 

last-minute points. 

 

“That’s where we’re going. The ship used to be a tanker. Shipped between the asteroids. The 

crew went crazy, from whut all I hear. Took to killin’ each other till there was no one left, or 

hardly no one. So it was left driftin’. Then some boys took it over. Figured they could make a 

platform out of it, out here, where it’d be useful,” Kharl Stoff said. 

 

“Yeah?” Ward grunted. 

 

“Not gonna ask me where it is?” 

 

“I figured you’d get around to it yerself,” Ward said. 

 

Kharl Stoff barked out a laugh. 

 



“Not the nosy type, huh?” he asked, smirking. 

 

“Guess not,” Ward answered. “Now we gonna get this party started, or we just gonna stand here 

flappin’ our yaps at each other?” 

 

“The man dudn’t have time to waste, huh? 

 

“Unless there’s anything else I gotta know.” 

 

“You got our tracers.” 

 

“Yeh.” 

 

“Then let’s git. We’ll meet up at the derelict…” 

 

“Turhan Mot will recognize my ship. 

 

“Nah. He’s hunkered down there. He dudn’t move outta his quarters. Dudn’t wanna be seen.” 

 

“You seem to know a lot,” Ward asked. The more the man talked, the more this whole thing 

stunk of a set-up. 

 

“Me? Nah, I don’t nuthin’. Only what’s gonna get me paid,” Kharl Stoff said with a grin. 

Perhaps he meant the grin to be disarming. It had precisely the opposite effect. 

 

“Yep, this is for damn sure a set-up,” Ward said to himself. But what was he going to do? These 

jokers were the first to give him any kind of tip about Turhan Mot. And this derelict… that was 

news to him, and he guessed it would be news to a lot of other people, too. Certainly worth 

sniffing out. 

 

Kharl Stoff climbed into his ship where his companions awaited. 

 

“See ya in two hundred thousand miles,” Stoff said. 

 

Ward gave his head a nod and grunted. 

 

“Yeh. Sure,” he said to himself. The smirk on Stoff’s face as he shut the hatch behind him only 

further confirmed in Ward’s mind that this little junket was, indeed, a set-up. But Ward was 

determined to see it through. He waited an hour, as they had planned, so they would not be seen 

setting out together, before he launched the O8-111A. 

 

Before he did, though, he jotted down a quick note on a sheet of paper, folded it tightly and 

sealed it. Then he made a quick saunter to Ed’s place where Ed was still working the bar. He 

handed the sheet to Ed with a quiet remark. 

 

“I prob’ly got a friend gonna come lookin’ for me. Big guy. Beard. Lotta hair. Call’s himself 



Mud. Give `im this when ye see him, awrite?” 

 

Ed took the taped-up sheet in his hand, looking at it dubiously. 

 

“Yeh. Okay,” he said. 

 

Ward raised his arm, revealing his wristband. He tapped it against Ed’s, who had also raised his 

own arm, transferring to Ed a very generous tip. 

 

“Keep it tight,” Ward cautioned. 

 

“Sure,” Ed said. He bent down, opened a floor safe near his feet and pushed it in. 

 

“Thanks,” Ward said. He turned and left the bar, confident that no one would be able to read the 

note, even if they did manage to pry it loose from Ed’s floor safe. He had written it in a code that 

he and Mud had worked out between them years before when the Martian Rangers had them 

studying up on cryptography. 

 

“Three sheep eat meet,” it said. “Starfish starfish starfish, no comma,” it finished. 

 

By the time Ward had returned to the O8-111A, the time had come for him to depart. Fifteen 

minutes later, he was gone from asteroid AT-4442-ST on his way to a derelict some two hundred 

thousand miles away. He had nothing to guide him but a subspace signal sent to him once every 

fifteen minutes from the ship commanded by the Scrounger he hardly knew, a man named Kharl 

Stoff. 

 

Fifteen minutes after Ward had left asteroid AT-4442-ST, another ship launched. In stealth mode 

and masked so that no exhaust would give away its presence, it followed Ward’s ship at a 

distance of some fifteen thousand miles. 

 

CONTINUES NEXT WEEK 
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ACROSS THE ZODIAC by Percy Greg  

 

Chapter XIII—The Children of Light. 

 

“Probably,” said Esmo, when, apparently at a sign from him, our host left us for some minutes 

alone, “much through which you are about to pass will seem to you childish or unmeaning. 

Ceremonial rendered impressive to us by immemorial antiquity, and cherished the more because 

so contrary to the absence of form and ceremony in the life around us—symbolism which is 

really the more useful, the more valuable, because it contains much deeper meaning than is ever 

apparent at first sight—have proved their use by experience; and, as they are generally witnessed 

for the first time in early youth, make a sharper impression than they are likely to effect upon a 

mind like yours. But they may seem strangely inconsistent with a belief which is in itself so 

limited, and founded so absolutely upon logical proof or practical evidence. The best testimony 

to the soundness of our policy in this respect is the fact that our vows, and the rites by which they 

are sanctioned, are never broken, that our symbols are regarded with an awe which no threats, no 

penalties, can attach to the highest of civil authorities or the most solemn legal sanctions. The 

language of symbol, moreover, has for us two great advantages—one dependent upon the depth 

of thought and knowledge with which the symbols themselves were selected by our Founder, 

owing to which each generation finds in them some new truth of which we never dreamed 

before; the other arising from the fact that we are a small select body in the midst of a hostile and 

jealous race, from whom it is most important to keep the key of communications which, without 

the appearance, have all the effect of ciphers.” 

 

“I find,” I replied, “in my own world that every religion and every form of occult mysticism, 

nay, every science, in its own way and within its own range, attaches great importance to 

symbols in themselves apparently arbitrary. Experience shows that these, symbols often contain 

a clue to more than they were originally meant to convey, and can be employed in reasonings far 

beyond the grasp of those who first invented or adopted them. That a body like the Zinta could 

be held together without ceremonial and without formalities, which, if they had no other value, 

would have the attraction of secresy and exclusiveness, seems obviously impossible.” 

 

Here our host rejoined us. We passed into the gallery, where several persons were awaiting us; 

the men for the most part wearing a small vizor dependent from the turban, which concealed 

their faces; the women all, without exception, closely veiled. As soon as Esmo appeared, the 

party formed themselves into a sort of procession two and two. Motioning me to take the last 

place, Esmo passed himself to its head. If the figure beside me were not at once recognised, I 

could not mistake the touch of the hand that stole into my own. The lights in the gallery were 

extinguished, and then I perceived a lamp held at the end of a wand of crystal, which gleamed 

above Esmo’s head, and sufficed to guide us, giving light enough to direct our footsteps and little 

more. Perhaps this half-darkness, the twilight which gave a certain air of mystery to the scene 

and of uncertainty to the forms of objects encountered on our route, had its own purpose. We 

reached very soon the end of the gallery, and then the procession turned and passed suddenly 

into another chamber, apparently narrow, but so faintly lighted by the lamp in our leader’s hands 

that its dimensions were matter of mere conjecture. That we were descending a somewhat steep 

incline I was soon aware; and when we came again on to level ground I felt sure that we were 

passing through a gallery cut in natural rock. The light was far too dim to enable me to 



distinguish any openings in the walls; but the procession constantly lengthened, though it was 

impossible to see where and when new members joined. Suddenly the light disappeared. I stood 

still for a moment in surprise, and when I again went forward I became speedily conscious that 

all our companions had vanished, and that we stood alone in utter darkness. Fearing to lead 

Eveena further where my own steps were absolutely uncertain, I paused for some time, and with 

little difficulty decided to remain where I was, until something should afford an indication of the 

purpose of those who had brought us so far, and who must know, if they had not actual means of 

observing, that in darkness and solitude I should not venture to proceed. 

 

Presently, as gradually as in Northern climates the night passes into morning twilight, the 

darkness became less absolute. Whence the light came it was impossible to perceive. Diffused all 

around and slowly broadening, it just enabled me to discern a few paces before us the verge of a 

gulf. This might have been too shallow for inconvenience, it might have been deep enough for 

danger. I waited till my eyes should be able to penetrate its interior; but before the light entered it 

I perceived, apparently growing across it, really coming gradually into view under the 

brightening gleam, a species of bridge which—when the twilight ceased to increase, and 

remained as dim as that cast by the crescent moon—assumed the outline of a slender trunk 

supported by wings, dark for the most part but defined along the edge by a narrow band of 

brightest green, visible in a gleam too faint to show any object of a deeper shade. Somewhat 

impatient of the obvious symbolism, I hurried Eveena forward. Immediately on the other side of 

the bridge the path turned almost at right angles; and here a gleam of light ahead afforded a 

distinct guidance to our steps. Approaching it, we were challenged, and I gave the answer with 

which I had been previously furnished; an answer which may not be, as it never has been, written 

down. A door parted and admitted us into a small vestibule, at the other end of which a full and 

bright light streamed through a portal of translucent crystal. A sentinel, armed only with the 

antiquated spear which may have been held by his first predecessor in office ten thousand 

Martial years ago, now demanded our names. Mine he simply repeated, but as I gave that of 

Eveena, daughter of Esmo, he lowered his weapon in the salute still traditional among Martial 

sentries; and bending his head, touched with his lips the long sleeve of the cloak of therne-down 

in which she was on this occasion again enveloped. This homage appeared to surprise her almost 

as much as myself, but we had no leisure for observation or inquiry. From behind the crystal 

door another challenge was uttered. To this it was the sentry’s part to reply, and as he answered 

the door parted; that at the other end of the vestibule having, I observed, closed as we entered, 

and so closed that its position was undiscoverable. Before us opened a hall of considerable size, 

consisting of three distinct vaults, defined by two rows of pillars, slender shafts resembling tall 

branchless trees, the capital of each being formed by a branching head like that of the palm. The 

trunks were covered with golden scales; the fern-like foliage at the summit was of a bright 

sparkling emerald. It was evident to my observation that the entire hall had been excavated from 

solid rock, and the pillars left in their places. Each of the side aisles, if I may so call them, was 

occupied by four rows of seats similarly carved in the natural stone; but lined after Martial 

fashion, with cushions embroidered in feathers and metals, and covered by woven fabrics finer 

than any known to the looms of Lyons or Cashmere. About two-thirds of the seats were 

occupied; those to the right as we entered (that is, on the left of the dais at the end of the hall) by 

men, those opposite by women. All, I observed, rose for a moment as Eveena’s name was 

announced, from the further end of the hall, by the foremost of three or four persons vested in 

silver, with belts of the crimson metal which plays the part of our best-tempered steel, and 



bearing in their hands wands of a rose-coloured jewel resembling a clouded onyx in all but the 

hue. Each of them wore over his dress a band or sash of gold, fastened on the left shoulder and 

descending to the belt on the right, much resembling the ribbons of European knighthood. These 

supported on the left breast a silver star, or heraldic mullet, of six points. Throughout the rest of 

the assembly a similar but smaller star glimmered on every breast, supported, however, by green 

or silver bands, the former worn by the body of the assembly, the latter by a few persons 

gathered together for the most part at the upper end of the chamber…. The chief who had first 

addressed us bade us pass on, and we left the Hall of the Novitiate as accepted members of the 

Order…. That into which we next entered was so dark that its form and dimensions were 

scarcely defined to my eyes. I supposed it, however, to be circular, surmounted by a dome 

resembling in colour the olive green Martial sky and spangled by stars, among which I discerned 

one or two familiar constellations, but most distinctly, brightened far beyond its natural 

brilliancy, the arch of the Via Lactea. Presently, not on any apparent sheet or screen but as in the 

air before us, appeared a narrow band of light crossing the entire visible space. It resembled a 

rope twisted of three strands, two of a deep dull hue, the one apparently orange, the other brown 

or crimson, contrasting the far more brilliant emerald strand that formed the third portion of the 

threefold cord. I had learnt by this time that metallic cords so twined serve in Mars most of the 

uses for which chains are employed on Earth, and I assumed that this symbol possessed the 

significance which poetry or ritual might attach to the latter. 

 

This cord or band retained its position throughout, crossing the dark background of the scenes 

now successively presented, each of which melted into its successor—rapidly, but so gradually 

that there was never a distinct point of division, a moment at which it was possible to say that 

any new feature was first introduced. 

 

A bright mist of various colours intermixed in inextricable confusion, an image of chaos but for 

the dim light reflected from all the particles, filled a great part of the space before us, but the 

cord was still discernible in the background. Presently, a bright rose-coloured point of light, 

taking gradually the form of an Eye, appeared above the cord and beyond the mist; and, 

emanating from it, a ray of similar light entered the motionless vapour. Then a movement, whose 

character it was not easy to discern, but which constantly became more and more evidently 

rhythmical and regular, commenced in the mist. Within a few moments the latter had dissolved, 

leaving in its place the semblance of stars, star-clusters, and golden nebulae, as dim and confused 

as that in the sword-belt of Orion, or as well defined as any of those called by astronomers 

planetary. “What seest thou?” said a voice whose very direction I could not recognise. 

 

“Cosmos evolved out of confusion by Law; Law emanating from Supreme Wisdom and 

irresistible Will.” 

 

“And in the triple band?” 

 

“The continuity of Time and Space preserved by the continuity of Law, and controlled by the 

Will that gave Law.” 

 

While I spoke a single nebula grew larger, brighter, and filled the entire space given throughout 

to the pictures presented to us; stars and star-clusters gradually fading away into remoter 



distance. This nebula, of spherical shape—formed of coarser particles than the previous mist, and 

reflecting or radiating a more brilliant effulgence—was in rapid whirling motion. It flattened into 

the form of a disc, apparently almost circular, of considerable depth or thickness, visibly denser 

in the centre and thinner towards the rounded edge. Presently it condensed and contracted, 

leaving at each of the several intervals a severed ring. Most of these rings broke up, their 

fragments conglomerated and forming a sphere; one in particular separating into a multitude of 

minuter spheres, others assuming a highly elliptical form, condensing here and thinning out 

there; while the central mass grew brighter and denser as it contracted; till there lay before me a 

perfect miniature of the solar system, with planets, satellites, asteroids, and meteoric rings. 

 

“What seest thou?” again I heard. 

 

“Intelligence directing Will, and Will by Law developing the microcosm of which this world is 

one of the smallest parts.” 

 

The orb which represented Mars stood still in the centre of the space, and this orb soon occupied 

the whole area. It assumed at first the form of a vast vaporous globe; then contracted to a 

comparatively small sphere, glowing as if more than red-hot, and leaving as it contracted two 

tiny balls revolving round their primary. The latter gradually faded till it gave out no light but 

that which from some unseen source was cast upon it, one-half consequently contrasting in 

darkness the reflected brightness of the other. Ere long it presented the appearance of sea and 

land, of cloud, of snow, and ice, and became a perfect image of the Martial sphere. Then it gave 

place to a globe of water alone, within which the processes of crystallisation, as exhibited first in 

its simpler then in its more complicated forms, were beautifully represented. Then there 

appeared, I knew not how, but seemingly developed by the same agency and in the same manner 

as the crystals, a small transparent sphere within the watery globe, containing itself a spherical 

nucleus. From this were evolved gradually two distinct forms, one resembling very much some 

of the simplest of those transparent creatures which the microscope exhibits to us in the water 

drop, active, fierce, destructive in their scale of size and life as the most powerful animals of the 

sea and land. The other was a tiny fragment of tissue, gradually shaping itself into the simplest 

and smallest specimens of vegetable life. The watery globe disappeared, and these two were left 

alone. From each gradually emerged, growing in size, complexity, and distinctness, one form 

after another of higher organisation. 

 

“What seest thou?” 

 

“Life called out of lifelessness by Law.” 

 

Again, so gradually that no step of the process could be separately distinguished, formed a 

panorama of vegetable and animal life; a landscape in which appeared some dozen primal shapes 

of either kingdom. Each of these gradually dissolved, passing by slow degrees into several higher 

or more perfect shapes, till there stood before our eyes a picture of life as it exists at present; and 

Man in its midst, more obviously even than on Earth, dominating and subduing the 

fellow-creatures of whom he is lord. From which of the innumerable animal forms that had been 

presented to us in the course of these transmutations this supreme form had arisen, I did not note 

or cannot remember. But that no true ape appeared among them, I do distinctly recollect, having 



been on the watch for the representation of such an epoch in the pictured history. 

 

What was now especially noteworthy was that, solid as they appeared, each form was in some 

way transparent. From the Emblem before mentioned a rose-coloured light pervaded the scene; 

scarcely discernible in the general atmosphere, faintly but distinctly traceable in every herb, 

shrub, and tree, more distinguishable and concentrated in each animal. But in plant or animal the 

condensed light was never separated and individualised, never parted from, though obviously 

gathered and agglomerated out of, the generally diffused rosy sheen that tinged the entire 

landscape. It was as though the rose-coloured light formed an atmosphere which entered and 

passed freely through the tissues of each animal and plant, but brightened and deepened in those 

portions which at any moment pervaded any organised shape, while it flowed freely in and out of 

all. The concentration was most marked, the connection with the diffused atmosphere least 

perceptible, in those most intelligent creatures, like the ambâ and carve, which in the service of 

man appear to have acquired a portion of human intelligence. But turning to the type of Man 

himself, the light within his body had assumed the shape of the frame it filled and appeared to 

animate. In him the rose-coloured image which exactly corresponded to the body that encased it 

was perfectly individualised, and had no other connection with the remainder of the light than 

that it appeared to emanate and to be fed from the original source. As I looked, the outward body 

dissolved, the image of rosy light stood alone, as human and far more beautiful than before, rose 

upward, and passed away. 

 

“What seest thou?” was uttered in an even more earnest and solemn tone than heretofore. 

 

“Life,” I said, “physical and spiritual; the one sustained by the other, the spiritual emanating 

from the Source of Life, pervading all living forms, affording to each the degree of individuality 

and of intelligence needful to it, but in none forming an individual entity apart from the race, 

save in Man himself; and in Man forming the individual being, whereof the flesh is but the 

clothing and the instrument.” 

 

The whole scene suddenly vanished in total darkness; only again in one direction a gleam of light 

appeared, and guided us to a portal through which we entered another long and narrow passage, 

terminating in a second vestibule before a door of emerald crystal, brilliantly illuminated by a 

light within. Here, again, our steps were arrested. The door was guarded by two sentries, in 

whom I recognised Initiates of the Order, wearers of the silver sash and star. The password and 

sign, whispered to me as we left the Hall of the Novitiate, having been given, the door parted and 

exposed to our view the inmost chamber, a scene calculated to strike the eye and impress the 

mind not more by its splendour and magnificence than by the unexpected character it displayed. 

It represented a garden, but the boundaries were concealed by the branching trees, the arches of 

flowering creepers, the thickets of flowers, shrubs, and tall reeds, which in every direction 

imitated so perfectly the natural forms that the closest scrutiny would have been required to 

detect their artificiality. The general form, however, seemed to be that of a square entered by a 

very short, narrow passage, and divided by broad paths, forming a cross of equal arms. At the 

central point of this cross was placed on a pedestal of emerald a statue in gold, which recalled at 

once the features of the Founder. The space might have accommodated two thousand persons, 

but on the seats—of a material resembling ivory, each of them separately formed and gathered in 

irregular clusters—there were not, I thought, more than four hundred or five hundred men and 



women intermingled; the former dressed for the most part in green, the latter in pink or white, 

and all wearing the silver band and star. At the opposite end, closing the central aisle, was a low 

narrow platform raised by two steps carved out of the natural rock, but inlaid with jewellery 

imitating closely the variegated turf of a real garden. On this were placed, slanting backward 

towards the centre, two rows of six golden seats or thrones, whose occupants wore the golden 

band over silver robes. That next the interval, but to the left, was filled by Esmo, who to my 

surprise wore a robe of white completely covering his figure, and contrasting signally the golden 

sash to which his star was attached. On his left arm, bare below the elbow, I noticed a flat thick 

band of plain gold, with an emerald seal, bearing the same proportion to the bracelet as a large 

signet to its finger ring. What struck me at once as most remarkable was, that the seats on the 

dais and the forms of their occupiers were signally relieved against a background of intense 

darkness, whose nature, however, I could not discern. The roof was in form a truncated pyramid; 

its material a rose-coloured crystal, through which a clear soft light illuminated the whole scene. 

Across the floor of the entrance, immediately within the portal, was a broad band of the same 

crystal, marking the formal threshold of the Hall. Immediately inside this stood the same Chief 

who had received us in the former Hall; and as we stood at the door, stretching forth his left 

hand, he spoke, or rather chanted, what, by the rhythmical sequence of the words, by the frequent 

recurrence of alliteration and irregular rhyme, was evidently a formula committed to the verse of 

the Martial tongue: a formula, like all those of the Order, never written, but handed down by 

memory, and therefore, perhaps, cast in a shape which rendered accurate remembrance easier 

and more certain. 

 

  “Ye who, lost in outer night, 

   Reach at last the Source of Light, 

   Ask ye in that light to dwell? 

   None we urge and none repel; 

   Opens at your touch the door, 

   Bright within the lamp of lore. 

   Yet beware! The threshold passed, 

   Fixed the bond, the ball is cast. 

   Failing heart or faltering feet 

   Find nor pardon nor retreat. 

   Loyal faith hath guerdon given 

   Boundless as the star-sown Heaven; 

   Horror fathomless and gloom 

   Rayless veil the recreant’s doom. 

   Warned betimes, in time beware—Freely 

   turn, or frankly swear.” 

 

“What am I to swear?” I asked. 

 

A voice on my left murmured in a low tone the formula, which I repeated, Eveena accompanying 

my words in an almost inaudible whisper— 

 

  “Whatsoe’er within the Shrine 

   Eyes may see or soul divine, 



   Swear we secret as the deep, 

   Silent as the Urn to keep. 

   By the Light we claim to share, 

   By the Fount of Light, we swear.” 

 

As these words were uttered, I became aware that some change had taken place at the further end 

of the Hall. Looking up, the dark background had disappeared, and under a species of deep 

archway, behind the seats of the Chiefs, was visible a wall diapered in ruby and gold, and 

displaying in various interwoven patterns the several symbols of the Zinta. Towards the roof, 

exactly in the centre, was a large silver star, emitting a light resembling that which the full moon 

sheds on a tropical scene, but far more brilliant. Around this was a broad golden circle or band; 

and beneath, the silver image of a serpent—perfectly reproducing a typical terrestrial snake, but 

coiled, as no snake ever coils itself, in a double circle or figure of eight, with the tail wound 

around the neck. On the left was a crimson shield or what seemed to be such, small, round, and 

swelling in the centre into a sharp point; on the right three crossed spears of silver with crimson 

blades pointed upward. But the most remarkable object—immediately filling the interval 

between the seats of the Chiefs, and carved from a huge cubic block of emerald—was a Throne, 

ascended on each side by five or six steps, the upper step or seat extending nearly across the 

whole some two feet below the surface, the next forming a footstool thereto. Above this was a 

canopy, seemingly self-supported, of circular form. A chain formed by interlaced golden circles 

was upheld by four great emerald wings. Within the chain, again, was the silver Serpent, coiled 

as before and resting upon a surface of foliage and flowers. In the centre of all was repeated the 

silver Star within the golden band; the emblem from which the Order derives its name, and in 

which it embodies its deepest symbolism. Following again the direction of my unseen prompter, 

I repeated words which may be roughly translated as follows: — 

 

  “By the outer Night of gloom, 

   By the ray that leads us home, 

   By the Light we claim to share, 

   By the Fount of Light, we swear. 

   Prompt obedience, heart and hand, 

   To the Signet’s each command: 

   For the Symbols, reverence mute, 

   In the Sense faith absolute. 

   Link by link to weld the Chain, 

   Link with link to bear the strain; 

   Cherish all the Star who wear, 

   As the Starlight’s self—we swear. 

   By the Life the Light to prove, 

   In the Circle’s bound to move; 

   Underneath the all-seeing Eye 

   Act, nor speak, nor think the lie; 

   Live, as warned that Life shall last, 

   And the Future reap the Past: 

   Clasp in faith the Serpent’s rings, 

   Trust through death the Emerald Wings, 



   Hand and voice we plight the Oath: 

   Fade the life ere fail the troth!” 

 

Rising from his seat and standing immediately before and to the left of the Throne, Esmo replied. 

But before he had spoken half-a-dozen words, a pressure on my arm drew my eyes from him to 

Eveena. She stood fixed as if turned to stone, in an attitude which for one fleeting instant recalled 

that of the sculptured figures undergoing sudden petrifaction at the sight of the Gorgon’s head. 

This remembered resemblance, or an instinctive sympathy, at once conveyed to me the 

consciousness that the absolute stillness of her attitude expressed a horror or an awe too deep for 

trembling. Looking into her eyes, which alone were visible, their gaze fixed intently on the 

Throne, at once caught and controlled my own; and raising my eyes again to the same point, I 

stood almost equally petrified by consternation and amazement. I need not say how many 

marvels of no common character I have seen on Earth; how many visions that, if I told them, 

none who have not shared them would believe; wonders that the few who have seen them can 

never forget, nor—despite all experience and all theoretical explanation—recall without 

renewing the thrill of awe-stricken dismay with which the sight was first beheld. But no marvel 

of the Mystic Schools, no spectral scene, objective or subjective, ever evoked by the rarest of 

occult powers, so startled, so impressed me as what I now saw, or thought I saw. The Throne, on 

which but a few moments before my eyes had been steadily fixed, and which had then assuredly 

been vacant, was now occupied; and occupied by a Presence which, though not seen in the flesh 

for ages, none who had ever looked on the portrait that represented it could forget or mistake. 

The form, the dress, the long white hair and beard, the grave, dignified countenance, above all 

the deep, scrutinising, piercing eyes of the Founder—as I had seen them on a single occasion in 

Esmo’s house—were now as clearly, as forcibly, presented to my sight as any figure in the flesh 

I ever beheld. The eyes were turned on me with a calm, searching, steady gaze, whose effect was 

such as Southey ascribes to Indra’s: — 

 

  “The look he gave was solemn, not severe; 

   No hope to Kailyal it conveyed, 

   And yet it struck no fear.” 

 

For a moment they rested on Eveena’s veiled and drooping figure with a widely different 

expression. That look, as I thought, spoke a grave but passionless regret or pity, as of one who 

sees a child unconsciously on the verge of peril or sorrow that admits neither of warning nor 

rescue. That look happily she did not read; but we both saw the same object and in the same 

instant; we both stood amazed and appalled long enough to render our hesitation not only 

apparent, but striking to all around, many of whom, following the direction of my gaze, turned 

their eyes upon the Throne. What they saw or did not see I know not, and did not then care to 

think. The following formula, pronounced by Esmo, had fallen not unheard, but almost unheeded 

on my ears, though one passage harmonised strangely with the sight before me: — 

 

  “Passing sign and fleeting breath 

   Bind the Soul for life and death! 

   Lifted hand and plighted word 

   Eyes have seen and ears have heard; 

   Eyes have seen—nor ours alone; 



   Fell the sound on ears unknown. 

   Age-long labour, strand by strand, 

   Forged the immemorial band; 

   Never thread hath known decay, 

   Never link hath dropped away.” 

 

Here he paused and beckoned us to advance. The sign, twice repeated before I could obey it, at 

last broke the spell that enthralled me. Under the most astounding or awe-striking circumstances, 

instinct moves our limbs almost in our own despite, and leads us to do with paralysed will what 

has been intended or is expected of us. This instinct, and no conscious resolve to overcome the 

influence that held me spell-bound, enabled me to proceed; and I led Eveena forward by actual if 

gentle force, till we reached the lower step of the platform. Here, at a sign from her father, we 

knelt, while, laying his hands on our heads, and stooping to kiss each upon the brow—Eveena 

raising her veil for one moment and dropping it again—he continued— 

 

  “So we greet you evermore, 

   Brethren of the deathless Lore; 

   So your vows our own renew, 

   Sworn to all as each to you. 

   Yours at once the secrets won 

   Age by age, from sire to son; 

   Yours the fruit through countless years 

   Grown by thought and toil and tears. 

   He who guards you guards his own, 

   He who fails you fails the Throne.” 

 

The last two lines were repeated, as by a simultaneous impulse, in a low but audible tone by the 

whole assembly. In the meantime Esmo had invested each of us with the symbol of our 

enrolment in the Zinta, the silver sash and Star of the Initiates. The ceremonial seemed to me to 

afford that sort of religious sanction and benediction which had been so signally wanting to the 

original form of our union. As we rose I turned my eyes for a moment upon the Throne, now 

vacant as at first. Another Chief, followed by the voices of the assembly, repeated, in a low deep 

tone, which fell on our ears as distinctly as the loudest trumpet-note in the midst of absolute 

silence, the solemn imprecation— 

 

  “Who denies a brother’s need, 

   Who in will, or word, or deed, 

   Breaks the Circle’s bounded line, 

   Rends the Veil that guards the Shrine, 

   Lifts the hand to lips that lie, 

   Fronts the Star with soothless eye: —. 

   Dreams of horror haunt his rest, 

   Storms of madness vex his breast, 

   Snares surround him, Death beset, 

   Man forsake—and God forget!” 

 



It was probably rather the tone of profound conviction and almost tremulous awe with which 

these words were slowly enunciated by the entire assemblage, than their actual sense, though the 

latter is greatly weakened by my translation, that gave them an effect on my own mind such as 

no oath and no rite, however solemn, no religious ceremonial, no forms of the most secret 

mysteries, had ever produced. I was not surprised that Eveena was far more deeply affected. 

Even the earlier words of the imprecation had caused her to shudder; and ere it closed she would 

have sunk to the ground, but for the support of my arm. Disengaging the bracelet, Esmo held out 

to our lips the signet, which, as I now perceived, reproduced in miniature the symbols that 

formed the canopy above the throne. A few moments of deep and solemn silence had elapsed, 

when one of the Chiefs, who, except Esmo, had now resumed their seats, rose, and addressing 

himself to the latter, said— 

 

“The Initiate has shown in the Hall of the Vision a knowledge of the sense embodied in our 

symbols, of the creed and thoughts drawn from them, which he can hardly have learned in the 

few hours that have elapsed since you first spoke to him of their existence. If there be not in his 

world those who have wrought out for themselves similar truths in not dissimilar forms, he must 

possess a rare and almost instinctive power to appreciate the lessons we can teach. I will ask your 

permission, therefore, to put to him but one question, and that the deepest and most difficult of 

all.” 

 

Esmo merely bent his head in reply. 

 

“Can you,” said the speaker, turning to me with marked courtesy, “draw meaning or lesson from 

the self-entwined coil of the Serpent?” 

 

I need not repeat an answer which, to those familiar with the oldest language of Terrestrial 

symbolism, would have occurred as readily as to myself; and which, if they could understand it, 

it would not be well to explain to others. The three principal elements of thought represented by 

the doubly-coiled serpent are the same in Mars as on Earth, confirming in so far the doctrine of 

the Zinta, that their symbolic language is not arbitrary, but natural, formed on principles inherent 

in the correspondence between things spiritual and physical. Some similar but trivial query, 

whose purport I have now forgotten, was addressed by the junior of the Chiefs to Eveena; and I 

was struck by the patient courtesy with which he waited till, after two or three efforts, she 

sufficiently recovered her self-possession to understand and her voice to answer. We then retired, 

taking our place on seats remote from the platform, and at some distance from any of our 

neighbours. 

 

On a formal invitation, one after another of the brethren rose and read a brief account of some 

experiment or discovery in the science of the Order. The principles taken for granted as 

fundamental and notorious truths far transcend the extremest speculations of Terrestrial 

mysticism. The powers claimed as of course so infinitely exceed anything alleged by the most 

ardent believers in mesmerism, clairvoyance, or spiritualism, that it would be useless to relate the 

few among these experiments which I remember and might be permitted to repeat. I observed 

that a phonographic apparatus of a peculiarly elaborate character wrote down every word of 

these accounts without obliging the speakers to approach it; and I was informed that this 

automatic reporting is employed in every Martial assembly, scientific, political, or judicial. 



 

I listened with extreme interest, and was more than satisfied that Esmo had even underrated the 

powers claimed by and for the lowest and least intelligent of his brethren, when he said that 

these, and these alone, could give efficient protection or signal vengeance against all the 

tremendous physical forces at command of those State authorities, one of the greatest of whom I 

had made my personal enemy. One battalion of Martial guards or police, accompanied by a 

single battery of what I may call their artillery, might, even without the aid of a 

balloon-squadron, in half-an-hour annihilate or scatter to the winds the mightiest and bravest 

army that Europe could send forth. Yet the Martial State had deliberately, and, I think, with only 

a due prudence, shrunk during ages from an open conflict of power with the few thousand 

members of this secret but inevitably suspected organisation. 

 

Esmo called on me in my turn to give such account as I might choose of my own world, and my 

journey thence. I frankly avowed my indisposition to explain the generation and action of the 

apergic force. The power which a concurrent knowledge of two separate kinds of science had 

given to a very few Terrestrials, and which all the science of a far more enlightened race had 

failed to attain, was in my conscientious conviction a Providential trust; withheld from those in 

whose hands it might be a fearful temptation and an instrument of unbounded evil. My reserve 

was perfectly intelligible to the Children of the Star, and evidently raised me in their estimation. I 

was much impressed by the simple and unaffected reliance placed on my statements, as on those 

of every other member of the Order. As a rule, Martialists are both, and not without reason, to 

believe any unsupported statement that might be prompted by interest or vanity. But the Zveltau 

can trust one another’s word more fully than the followers of Mahomet that of his strictest 

disciples, or the most honest nations of the West the most solemn oaths of their citizens; while 

that bigotry of scientific unbelief, that narrowness of thought which prevails among their 

countrymen, has been dispelled by their wider studies and loftier interests. They have a saying, 

whose purport might be rendered in the proverbial language of the Aryans by saying that the liar 

“kills the goose that lays the golden eggs.” Again, “The liar is like an opiatised tunneller” 

(miner), i.e., more likely to blow himself to pieces than to effect his purpose. Again, “The liar 

drives the point into a friend’s heart, and puts the hilt into a foe’s hand.” The maxim that “a lie is 

a shield in sore need, but the spear of a scoundrel,” affirms the right in extremity to preserve a 

secret from impertinent inquisitiveness. Rarely, but on some peculiarly important occasions, the 

Zveltau avouch their sincerity by an appeal to their own symbols; and it is affirmed that an oath 

attested by the Circle and the Star has never, in the lapse of ages, been broken or evaded. 

 

Before midnight Esmo dismissed the assembly by a formula which dimly recalled to memory 

one heard in my boyhood. It is not in the power of my translation to preserve the impressive 

solemnity of the immemorial ritual of the Zinta, deepened alike by the earnestness of its delivery, 

and the reverence of the hearers. There was something majestic in the mere antiquity of a liturgy 

whereof no word has ever been committed to writing. Five hundred generations have, it is 

alleged, gathered four times in each year in the Hall of Initiation; and every meeting has been 

concluded by the utterance from the same spot and in the same words of the solemn but simple 

Zulvakalfe [word of peace]: — 

 

  “Peace be with you, near and far, 

   Children of the Silver Star; 



   Lore undoubting, conscience clean, 

   Hope assured, and life serene. 

   By the Light that knows no flaw, 

   By the Circle’s perfect law, 

   By the Serpent’s life renewed, 

   By the Wings’ similitude— 

   Peace be yours no force can break; 

   Peace not death hath power to shake; 

   Peace from passion, sin, and gloom, 

   Peace of spirit, heart, and home; 

   Peace from peril, fear, and pain; 

   Peace, until we meet again— 

   Meet—before yon sculptured stone, 

   Or the All-Commander’s Throne.” 

 

Before we finally parted, Esmo gave me two or three articles to which he attached especial value. 

The most important of these was a small cube of translucent stone, in which a multitude of 

diversely coloured fragments were combined; so set in a tiny swivel or swing of gold that it 

might be conveniently attached to the watch-chain, the only Terrestrial article that I still wore. 

“This,” he said, “will test nearly every poison known to our science; each poison discolouring for 

a time one or another of the various substances of which it is composed; and poison is perhaps 

the weapon least unlikely to be employed against you when known to be connected with myself, 

and, I will hope, to possess the favour of the Sovereign. If you are curious to verify its powers, 

the contents of the tiny medicine-chest I have given you will enable you to do so. There is 

scarcely one of those medicines which is not a single or a combined poison of great power. I 

need not warn you to be careful lest you give to any one the means of reaching them. I have 

shown you the combination of magnets which will open each of your cases; that demanded by 

the chest is the most complicated of all, and one which can hardly be hit upon by accident. Nor 

can anyone force or pick open a case locked by our electric apparatus, save by cutting to pieces 

the metal of the case itself, and this only special tools will accomplish; and, unless peculiarly 

skilful, the intruder would ‘probably be maimed or paralysed, if not killed by … 

 

 “Thoughts he sends to each planet, 

  Uranus, Venus, and Mars; 

  Soars to the Centre to span it, 

  Numbers the infinite Stars.” 
Courthope’s Paradise of Birds 
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THE WAR OF THE WORLDS by HG Wells 

 

Book Two: The Earth Under the Martians 

 

Chapter One: Under Foot 

 

In the first book I have wandered so much from my own adventures to tell of the experiences of 

my brother that all through the last two chapters I and the curate have been lurking in the empty 

house at Halliford whither we fled to escape the Black Smoke. There I will resume. We stopped 

there all Sunday night and all the next day—the day of the panic—in a little island of daylight, 

cut off by the Black Smoke from the rest of the world. We could do nothing but wait in aching 

inactivity during those two weary days. 

 

My mind was occupied by anxiety for my wife. I figured her at Leatherhead, terrified, in danger, 

mourning me already as a dead man. I paced the rooms and cried aloud when I thought of how I 

was cut off from her, of all that might happen to her in my absence. My cousin I knew was brave 

enough for any emergency, but he was not the sort of man to realise danger quickly, to rise 

promptly. What was needed now was not bravery, but circumspection. My only consolation was 

to believe that the Martians were moving London-ward and away from her. Such vague anxieties 

keep the mind sensitive and painful. I grew very weary and irritable with the curate’s perpetual 

ejaculations; I tired of the sight of his selfish despair. After some ineffectual remonstrance I kept 

away from him, staying in a room—evidently a children’s schoolroom—containing globes, 

forms, and copybooks. When he followed me thither, I went to a box room at the top of the 

house and, in order to be alone with my aching miseries, locked myself in. 

 

We were hopelessly hemmed in by the Black Smoke all that day and the morning of the next. 

There were signs of people in the next house on Sunday evening—a face at a window and 

moving lights, and later the slamming of a door. But I do not know who these people were, nor 

what became of them. We saw nothing of them next day. The Black Smoke drifted slowly 

riverward all through Monday morning, creeping nearer and nearer to us, driving at last along the 

roadway outside the house that hid us. 

 

A Martian came across the fields about midday, laying the stuff with a jet of superheated steam 

that hissed against the walls, smashed all the windows it touched, and scalded the curate’s hand 

as he fled out of the front room. When at last we crept across the sodden rooms and looked out 

again, the country northward was as though a black snowstorm had passed over it. Looking 

towards the river, we were astonished to see an unaccountable redness mingling with the black of 

the scorched meadows. 

 

For a time we did not see how this change affected our position, save that we were relieved of 

our fear of the Black Smoke. But later I perceived that we were no longer hemmed in, that now 

we might get away. So soon as I realised that the way of escape was open, my dream of action 

returned. But the curate was lethargic, unreasonable. 

 

“We are safe here,” he repeated; “safe here.” 

 



I resolved to leave him—would that I had! Wiser now for the artilleryman’s teaching, I sought 

out food and drink. I had found oil and rags for my burns, and I also took a hat and a flannel shirt 

that I found in one of the bedrooms. When it was clear to him that I meant to go alone—had 

reconciled myself to going alone—he suddenly roused himself to come. And all being quiet 

throughout the afternoon, we started about five o’clock, as I should judge, along the blackened 

road to Sunbury. 

 

In Sunbury, and at intervals along the road, were dead bodies lying in contorted attitudes, horses 

as well as men, overturned carts and luggage, all covered thickly with black dust. That pall of 

cindery powder made me think of what I had read of the destruction of Pompeii. We got to 

Hampton Court without misadventure, our minds full of strange and unfamiliar appearances, and 

at Hampton Court our eyes were relieved to find a patch of green that had escaped the 

suffocating drift. We went through Bushey Park, with its deer going to and fro under the 

chestnuts, and some men and women hurrying in the distance towards Hampton, and so we came 

to Twickenham. These were the first people we saw. 

 

Away across the road the woods beyond Ham and Petersham were still afire. Twickenham was 

uninjured by either Heat-Ray or Black Smoke, and there were more people about here, though 

none could give us news. For the most part they were like ourselves, taking advantage of a lull to 

shift their quarters. I have an impression that many of the houses here were still occupied by 

scared inhabitants, too frightened even for flight. Here too the evidence of a hasty rout was 

abundant along the road. I remember most vividly three smashed bicycles in a heap, pounded 

into the road by the wheels of subsequent carts. We crossed Richmond Bridge about half past 

eight. We hurried across the exposed bridge, of course, but I noticed floating down the stream a 

number of red masses, some many feet across. I did not know what these were—there was no 

time for scrutiny—and I put a more horrible interpretation on them than they deserved. Here 

again on the Surrey side were black dust that had once been smoke, and dead bodies—a heap 

near the approach to the station; but we had no glimpse of the Martians until we were some way 

towards Barnes. 

 

We saw in the blackened distance a group of three people running down a side street towards the 

river, but otherwise it seemed deserted. Up the hill Richmond town was burning briskly; outside 

the town of Richmond there was no trace of the Black Smoke. 

 

Then suddenly, as we approached Kew, came a number of people running, and the upperworks 

of a Martian fighting-machine loomed in sight over the housetops, not a hundred yards away 

from us. We stood aghast at our danger, and had the Martian looked down we must immediately 

have perished. We were so terrified that we dared not go on, but turned aside and hid in a shed in 

a garden. There the curate crouched, weeping silently, and refusing to stir again. 

 

But my fixed idea of reaching Leatherhead would not let me rest, and in the twilight I ventured 

out again. I went through a shrubbery, and along a passage beside a big house standing in its own 

grounds, and so emerged upon the road towards Kew. The curate I left in the shed, but he came 

hurrying after me. 

 

That second start was the most foolhardy thing I ever did. For it was manifest the Martians were 



about us. No sooner had the curate overtaken me than we saw either the fighting-machine we had 

seen before or another, far away across the meadows in the direction of Kew Lodge. Four or five 

little black figures hurried before it across the green-grey of the field, and in a moment it was 

evident this Martian pursued them. In three strides he was among them, and they ran radiating 

from his feet in all directions. He used no Heat-Ray to destroy them, but picked them up one by 

one. Apparently he tossed them into the great metallic carrier which projected behind him, much 

as a workman’s basket hangs over his shoulder. 

 

It was the first time I realised that the Martians might have any other purpose than destruction 

with defeated humanity. We stood for a moment petrified, then turned and fled through a gate 

behind us into a walled garden, fell into, rather than found, a fortunate ditch, and lay there, scarce 

daring to whisper to each other until the stars were out. 

 

I suppose it was nearly eleven o’clock before we gathered courage to start again, no longer 

venturing into the road, but sneaking along hedgerows and through plantations, and watching 

keenly through the darkness, he on the right and I on the left, for the Martians, who seemed to be 

all about us. In one place we blundered upon a scorched and blackened area, now cooling and 

ashen, and a number of scattered dead bodies of men, burned horribly about the heads and trunks 

but with their legs and boots mostly intact; and of dead horses, fifty feet, perhaps, behind a line 

of four ripped guns and smashed gun carriages. 

 

Sheen, it seemed, had escaped destruction, but the place was silent and deserted. Here we 

happened on no dead, though the night was too dark for us to see into the side roads of the place. 

In Sheen my companion suddenly complained of faintness and thirst, and we decided to try one 

of the houses. 

 

The first house we entered, after a little difficulty with the window, was a small semi-detached 

villa, and I found nothing eatable left in the place but some mouldy cheese. There was, however, 

water to drink; and I took a hatchet, which promised to be useful in our next house-breaking. 

 

We then crossed to a place where the road turns towards Mortlake. Here there stood a white 

house within a walled garden, and in the pantry of this domicile we found a store of food—two 

loaves of bread in a pan, an uncooked steak, and the half of a ham. I give this catalogue so 

precisely because, as it happened, we were destined to subsist upon this store for the next 

fortnight. Bottled beer stood under a shelf, and there were two bags of haricot beans and some 

limp lettuces. This pantry opened into a kind of wash-up kitchen, and in this was firewood; there 

was also a cupboard, in which we found nearly a dozen of burgundy, tinned soups and salmon, 

and two tins of biscuits. 

 

We sat in the adjacent kitchen in the dark—for we dared not strike a light—and ate bread and 

ham, and drank beer out of the same bottle. The curate, who was still timorous and restless, was 

now, oddly enough, for pushing on, and I was urging him to keep up his strength by eating when 

the thing happened that was to imprison us. 

 

“It can’t be midnight yet,” I said, and then came a blinding glare of vivid green light. Everything 

in the kitchen leaped out, clearly visible in green and black, and vanished again. And then 



followed such a concussion as I have never heard before or since. So close on the heels of this as 

to seem instantaneous came a thud behind me, a clash of glass, a crash and rattle of falling 

masonry all about us, and the plaster of the ceiling came down upon us, smashing into a 

multitude of fragments upon our heads. I was knocked headlong across the floor against the oven 

handle and stunned. I was insensible for a long time, the curate told me, and when I came to we 

were in darkness again, and he, with a face wet, as I found afterwards, with blood from a cut 

forehead, was dabbing water over me. 

 

For some time I could not recollect what had happened. Then things came to me slowly. A bruise 

on my temple asserted itself. 

 

“Are you better?” asked the curate in a whisper. 

 

At last I answered him. I sat up. 

 

“Don’t move,” he said. “The floor is covered with smashed crockery from the dresser. You can’t 

possibly move without making a noise, and I fancy they are outside.” 

 

We both sat quite silent, so that we could scarcely hear each other breathing. Everything seemed 

deadly still, but once something near us, some plaster or broken brickwork, slid down with a 

rumbling sound. Outside and very near was an intermittent, metallic rattle. 

 

“That!” said the curate, when presently it happened again. 

 

“Yes,” I said. “But what is it?” 

 

“A Martian!” said the curate. 

 

I listened again. 

 

“It was not like the Heat-Ray,” I said, and for a time I was inclined to think one of the great 

fighting-machines had stumbled against the house, as I had seen one stumble against the tower of 

Shepperton Church. 

 

Our situation was so strange and incomprehensible that for three or four hours, until the dawn 

came, we scarcely moved. And then the light filtered in, not through the window, which 

remained black, but through a triangular aperture between a beam and a heap of broken bricks in 

the wall behind us. The interior of the kitchen we now saw greyly for the first time. 

 

The window had been burst in by a mass of garden mould, which flowed over the table upon 

which we had been sitting and lay about our feet. Outside, the soil was banked high against the 

house. At the top of the window frame we could see an uprooted drainpipe. The floor was 

littered with smashed hardware; the end of the kitchen towards the house was broken into, and 

since the daylight shone in there, it was evident the greater part of the house had collapsed. 

Contrasting vividly with this ruin was the neat dresser, stained in the fashion, pale green, and 

with a number of copper and tin vessels below it, the wallpaper imitating blue and white tiles, 



and a couple of coloured supplements fluttering from the walls above the kitchen range. 

 

As the dawn grew clearer, we saw through the gap in the wall the body of a Martian, standing 

sentinel, I suppose, over the still glowing cylinder. At the sight of that we crawled as 

circumspectly as possible out of the twilight of the kitchen into the darkness of the scullery. 

 

Abruptly the right interpretation dawned upon my mind. 

 

“The fifth cylinder,” I whispered, “the fifth shot from Mars, has struck this house and buried us 

under the ruins!” 

 

For a time the curate was silent, and then he whispered: 

 

“God have mercy upon us!” 

 

I heard him presently whimpering to himself. 

 

Save for that sound we lay quite still in the scullery; I for my part scarce dared breathe, and sat 

with my eyes fixed on the faint light of the kitchen door. I could just see the curate’s face, a dim, 

oval shape, and his collar and cuffs. Outside there began a metallic hammering, then a violent 

hooting, and then again, after a quiet interval, a hissing like the hissing of an engine. These 

noises, for the most part problematical, continued intermittently, and seemed if anything to 

increase in number as time wore on. Presently a measured thudding and a vibration that made 

everything about us quiver and the vessels in the pantry ring and shift, began and continued. 

Once the light was eclipsed, and the ghostly kitchen doorway became absolutely dark. For many 

hours we must have crouched there, silent and shivering, until our tired attention failed... 

 

At last I found myself awake and very hungry. I am inclined to believe we must have spent the 

greater portion of a day before that awakening. My hunger was at a stride so insistent that it 

moved me to action. I told the curate I was going to seek food, and felt my way towards the 

pantry. He made me no answer, but so soon as I began eating the faint noise I made stirred him 

up and I heard him crawling after me. 

 

CONTINUES NEXT WEEK 
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